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Introduction - prhaps
the whole health care
system is wrong

There are some simple false beliefs in
health care that need to be exposed.
Here is a short list of major problems
with our current Health Care.

The recent calamity over Health Care
as brought this topic to the attention
of the world. But to understand this
clearly we need to carefully and
attentively analyze the topic in detail.
People have all forgotten the two words
Health and Care. They only argue about
how they will get their drugs from the
doctor. The doctor’s primary care is a
prescription and the average patient
gets three SINthetic drugs. Who will
pay the doctor and who will pay for the
drugs seems to be the only question.

1. Health needs to be at the heart of
Health Care debate
2. The three leading killers of People
are tobacco, synthetic drugs and
medical doctors.
3. We must have sympathy and respect
for the millions of people addicted to
cigarettes. They should be allowed to
continue but how do we allow people
to expose children to tobacco and to
inadvertently let children smoke? To
protect the children we need to enforce
the laws we already have. If you are
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careless and leave you loaded gun on
the kitchen table and your child picks it
up thinking it is a toy and kills someone,
you can be tried and convicted for
reckless endangerment and or willful
neglect.
Cigarettes are just as dangerous and
they will always take away life. Just
because it is not immediate does not
belay the danger. If we enforced the
law and put those who in anyway allow
a child to smoke into a smoke free
prison, we would have more health as a
society and less outgoing expenditures.
People who smoke should pay extra for
health insurance.
4. We need to face the fact that Synthetic
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drugs are basically incompatible with
the human body. The side effects are
creating a high cost of medicine and are
killing people. Simple changes in our
diet and lifestyle will make for much
more health than allowing people to
eat bad foods and then use harsh drugs
to treat the diseases that result.
5. The drug testing techniques used
today do not guarantee safety and the
pressure to pay for synthetic research
drive up costs while producing more
sickness.
6. The FDA is more about paper and
profit than people. Lobbyists of the
drug and tobacco companies are
more in control of the future than the

FDA. The FDA has failed in its current
approach to sway risks to the people.
7. The medical education has very little
to do with health and ways to keep it.
Medicine has become a crisis disease
care not a health care. Doctors are
taught synthetic drugs and surgery and
there is an active plan to dismiss and
destroy natural medicine.
If we can face our false beliefs and face
the pressures of profit over people we
can build a healthier system of Health
Care. This book will delve into health
care and expose its corrupt side and
how we have lost touch with health
and we have let the Ultra Rich run over
us.
8. The Synthetic drugs have failed to
be safe, they are very risky and make
dependence, have side effects, cost
vast monies for development and
when compared to placebo have little

effect. Research has shown that most
diseases can respond to diet, lifestyle,
and simple natural therapies.

been told we have in our society. But
freedom of choice is a right that we
must fight to maintain. Now more than
ever the drugs companies fear books
like this one that not only expose their
corruption and illogical process, but
also offer an inexpensive alternative.
But this alternative threatens the
profits of the chemical companies.

TV shows like the “Diet Doctor” or “You
are What You Eat” let us see the effects
these changes have over a short two
month duration. The Synthetic offers
a quick fix at a great cost, but now we
can no longer pay this cost and we
now know the results are not what we
thought they would be. The proof that
the testing of the drugs is inadequate
for safety is disturbing. Drugs are
tested for their effects and side effects
are observed not tested.
So the illusion that drugs are tested
as safe is a false belief. The subtle side
effects are not tested in a study they
come out over time of usage by the
public. The proof that the synthetic
process is faulty is also to be considered.
As I have very scientifically proven

9. Natural medicine must remain a
viable choice for families. There must
be the freedom to not have SINthetic
unsafe drugs pushed onto us. We must
defend our freedoms and defeat the
SINthetic drug cartels strangle hold
over us.

beyond a shadow of doubt that the
scientist do not know how to make
something compatible. It is the largest
problem in medicine today. The process
of pretending to be GOD and making
medicines is a sin, a sin that makes lots
of money.

SINthetic medicine is a SIN
So to call attention to this ludicrous
SIN I will spell synthetic, SINthetic as I
will do so in this document.
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Drug companies have marketed a false
believe. They have twisted the facts
to increase profit. And now they try
to destroy the alternative competition
and make their expensive drugs
mandatory use. This is now a threat to
the basic freedom of choice we have
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10. We must stop persecuting people
who have viable opinions that differ
from the large corporations. We must
stop the senseless persecution against
me. This book is not designed to stop
or destroy the SINthetic drug cartel.
This book is about defending our
right to choose. There are many more
people writing to defend our rights
and stop the drive for universality of
SINthetic drugs in medicine. We are
all attacked and harassed by the drug
companies and their small mind army
of regulators, all for simple expression
of freedom of speech.
In health care we must ask a simple
question. What if the SINthetic drugs
really are not compatible, safe, or as
effective as the drug companies tell
us? What if this is one of the greatest
false beliefs of all time? What if we
put our eggs in the wrong basket?
The debate about health care should
be about health care.
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But let’s return to basics
and take some time
to analyze and define
Health Care
What is Health and what is
Health Care

activity involved in maintaining
something in good working order, feel
concern or interest
And Yet Health Care is defined as
(noun) health care

Health is defined as
(noun) Health the state of being hale,
sound, or whole, in body, mind, or soul;
especially, the state of being free from
physical disease or pain
or
Health, wellness
a healthy state of wellbeing free from
disease
"physicians should be held responsible
for the health of their patients"
Care is defined as
(noun) care, attention, aid, tending
the work of providing treatment for or
attending to someone or something
"no medical care was required"; "the
old car needs constant attention"
(noun) care,
safety and judiciousness in avoiding
harm or danger
"he exercised caution in opening the
door"; "he handled the vase with care"
(noun) care
a cause for feeling concern
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(verb) care, maintenance, upkeep

"his major care was the illness of his
wife and her safety"

social insurance for the ill and injured,
the preservation of mental and physical
health by preventing or treating illness
through services offered by the health
profession
Today health care is thought of
insurance and how to pay for disease
symptoms control. Safety, care, health
and wellness have been forgotten.
Our overall definition of health and
wellness is vague and unclear. In
fact my spell check still tells me that
wellness is not a word. Our biological
and medical definition is also very
ambiguous. Care implies safety and or
concerns for safety but the evidence
medicine people have sacrificed safety
for evidence and profit. We have lost
touch with the words Health Care.
A country can make its health care
system based on one of three system
types.
1. Prevention emphasis. Example old
China where you paid the oriental
doctors when you are healthy but
not when you are sick, or when you
disobeyed his directions, it was his job
to keep you healthy.
2. Early to moderate detection of health
risks. Example modern 1980 Germany
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where if your co-workers detect too
much stress or else you were told to go
to the spa for a week and take the cure.
3. Crisis care. Example modern USA
where you wait till there is a life
threatening or extreme symptom to
get help.
Of course America has chosen type
three. This has turned it into a disease
care not health care system.
And it turns health care into cash cow
and expenses and costs are going more
and more out of hand because of this
choice.
The choice of type three does most
of it damage when because of the
crisis modality we wait for crisis life
threatening symptoms. We ignore
subtle trends, and concentrate on
clinical real risks rather than subclinical
signs. PKU detection in babies detects
only profound cases of phenylketonuria
and subtle cases are left untreated.
The ignorance of early disease
detection means that the most said
words in a doctor’s office are “I don’t
know what’s wrong with you. (the
traditional system of medicine only
allows me to reductionistically assay
extreme disease ).
Please go home and get a little bit sicker
so we can detect your illness and then
give you a drug to sedate the problem.”
The drug offers no cure. Its synthetic
nature means it is incompatible with
the human body. As the drug does

what your body should do your own
ability to regulate your body yourself
becomes weaker. And you can become
addicted or needy of the drug.

the risk of cancer and premature death,
a new study has found.

The drug is also a controversy as we are
never given a natural compound (Ok
seldom). A brewing controversy over
the type of intervention pleads for a
deeper analysis.
I have made a distinct study into the
science of health care at all aspects. I
have authored over a hundred books
and edited hundreds of medical
articles on intimate subjects. This
book is designed to be more global
and philosophical and bring the whole
picture to light. For more detail on any
specific disease please go to one of my
other books.
To start let’s look at the biggest
problems of health care.
This a recent article that shows what
numerous other articles have shown
before.

Four unhealthy behaviors the
real causes of disease
Four Unhealthy Behaviors Linked to
Premature Death. People who smoke,
drink, rarely exercise, and skimp on
fruits and veggies die earlier than
usual, study finds
Robert Preidt
MONDAY, April 26 2010 (HealthDay
News) -- A combination of four
unhealthy behaviors -- smoking, lack
of exercise, poor diet and substantial
alcohol consumption -- greatly increases
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The study, published in the April 26
issue of Archives of Internal Medicine,
included 4,886 people, aged 18 or older,
who were interviewed in 1984-1985.
"A health behavior score was
calculated, allocating one point for
each poor behavior: smoking; fruits
and vegetables consumed less than
three times daily; less than two hours of
physical activity per week; and weekly
consumption of more than 14 units
[one unit equals 8 grams, or about 0.3
ounces] of alcohol (in women) and more
than 21 units in men," wrote Elisabeth
Kvaavik, of the University of Oslo, and
colleagues.
Over an average follow-up period of
20 years, there were 1,080 reported
deaths among study participants: 431
due to cardiovascular disease, 318 due
to cancer and 331 due to other causes.
Compared to those with no bad health
habits, those with all four unhealthy

behaviors were about three times more
likely to die of cardiovascular disease
or cancer, four times more likely to
die from all other causes, and had an
overall death risk equivalent to being
12 years older.
"Modest but achievable adjustments
to lifestyle behaviors are likely to have
a considerable impact at both the
individual and population level," the
researchers concluded. "Developing
more efficacious methods by which to
promote healthy diets and lifestyles
across the population should be an
important priority of public health
policy."
This study shows what we all know to
be true, there are certain behaviors
that make us die early of degenerative
disease. There have been many many
MANY studies that show these same
truths. It is a lack of education about
these behaviors and also a lack of
caring. These behaviors are easy to
change. Here are some simple things
that won’t change your life. These are
Simple changes and you can have all
the flavor, freedom and health for a
better life.
1. Smoking first don’t start, resist
peer pressure and don’t start. You can
quit the nicotine addiction is the most
powerful addiction but it last only a
few days. And after that you only have
a mental addiction and with help you
can beat it, if you care to. I have written
a book on how to beat addictions if you
need help. It is simple.
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2. Diet. It is as simple as switching from
dextrose sugars to levulose sugars,
avoid all white sugar cane and eat fruit
sugars. Do not eat food with trans-fatty
acids, and switch from boiling foods
in oil, to boil in water and add oil for
flavor when it is cooled, but still warm.
You will not miss a thing. The flavor will
be there and you will be healthy. It just
takes a little education and a little care.

is cancer causing. Foods over cooked
and exposed to direct flame are more
carcinogenic. Stir fry, low temp, sushi,
Carpaccio, rare not well done, are just
some ways to improve health. Eat more
fresh and raw foods. And cook less, the
more you cook a food the less nutrient’s
it has.

3. Eat more fruits and vegetables less
meat. This is good for you and the
environment. The simple trick is using
good spices and cooking to make the
vegetables more appealing.

5. Exercise. Exercise is a nutrient. We
are designed to chop wood and carry
water. Our bodies require exercise
like we require air, water and food.
Just a little walk, a little stretch, a little
calisthenics, or even isometrics can
make a big difference.

4. Over Cooking. Smoke in cooking
also is a carcinogen. Smoke in any way

6. Alcohol. A little bit of alcohol is good
for you. It is only over dosing that is
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bad. The relaxing, euphoric joyful effect
of alcohol comes only from the first
and second drink. Two drinks are all it
takes to feel good. After that alcohol
only makes your thinking disturbed.
After two drinks switch to alcohol free,
virgin drinks or just water and you will
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not miss any of the fun. It is often only
peer pressure that makes you drink
on and on, or just stupidity. The third
and more drinks will not make you feel
better; they will maybe make you feel
worse. When I switched to non alcohol
drinks in the night club after the first
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two I found no change in my level of
fun and I could dance mare and sex was
better. Alcohol is dangerous in excess.
7. Drugs. Doctor ‘s kill more people
than any other form of health care
risk. Street drugs do cause many
deaths a year but it is a small pittance
of the deaths caused by the medical
community.
8. Ignorance, obstinacy, hard headed
stupidity. To ignore these things and
say well my Uncle Sam lived to be 80
and he smoked and drank and never
ate a vegetable. Well first the question
is how did Uncle Sam truly die? And
next the undeniable evidence is that
your supposed uncle would have lived
12 more years if he was not as ignorant
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for your children, your spouse, your
friends, your family or for yourself then
just let yourself die. But if there is some
small thing that you care for then show
some compassion and make these
small changes.

More detail Smoking
1. Smoking first don’t start, resist
peer pressure and don’t start.

as you are. Please resist the urge to
rationalize, twist, distort, deny, and
ignorantly contradict the truth. You look
really stupid and not caring of anybody
when you do. And yes any of you can
change, these changes are simple.
9. Not focus on diagnosis
10. Lack of CARE. If you don’t care
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Why does anyone start to smoke?
Well intelligent people don’t. Your first
cigarette always tastes bad. Everyone
knows that it is an expensive disgusting
bad habit. So why? Always because
the person is emotionally insecure and
lacks intelligence, ALWAYS. They give
in to peer pressure to try to be cool. It
is always the mark of severe emotional
insecurity and a lack of intelligence.
Everyone knows you can be fooled, you
cannot think for yourself, and you are
stupid. If there was no such thing as
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third of the population will die with
smoke coming out of their mouths”.
And second hand smoke kills.
It would be impossible to start such an
industry, but today this disease causing
killer of people flourishes. It does
nothing for health, kills millions, costs
money, and makes fools of us all. The
twisting set of lies and self deceptive
bullshit a smoker will come up with
to continue his habit is endless. Moist
smokers will say anything to keep their
habit.

cigarettes today and someone now
would try to develop tobacco smoking
as an industry, the FDA would stop
it immediately. Early research would

show its addictive and devastating
disease component. Today one death
in three is somehow linked to smoking.
The Bible in Revelations says that “one

They can rationalize and distort
perception extremely well addiction
is just another unaddressed disease
component. Smokers would pay a
thousand dollars a pack if they had to.
Most smokers would rather see their
child burned to death, house destroyed,
than give up their habit. Smoking is the
most addictive substance and its cost
to health care is extreme.
Smoker become ludicrous clowns as
they now give up all logic and defend
their right to kill themselves. The FDA
is powerless to stop the greedy murder
of vast millions of people. The cigarette
companies control the legislature.
This insidious addictive substance has
shown the world that greed and money
are in control all else is a ruse. The
expose’ of the hypocritical side of our
law system defiles us all.
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How can we expect our children to
believe in a society that is so twofaced
and so despicably deceitful and phony?

When children grow up and see such
duplicitous lies at the heart of their
government they will lose respect and
they will not put their faith into such a
government. They will put their faith
into addiction, the gun, the power of
greed.
This is what this disease has done to
America. Greed, Power, and Addiction
have cut into the hearts and minds of
the country, causing far more damage
than just lung cancer. Children get a
sense of the truth and when they see
greed in control they lose respect and
lose their principles.
How do we allow people to expose their
children to tobacco and to inadvertently
let children smoke? To protect the
children we need to enforce the laws
we already have. If you are careless and
leave you loaded gun on the kitchen
table and your child picks it up thinking
it is a toy and kills someone, you can
be tried and convicted for reckless
endangerment. Children think the cig
is a toy.
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Reckless endangerment and
willful neglect

clothes, worsen their relationships,
dull their senses, weaken oxygen
transfer in the body, and destroy
their health. To allow a child to be
addicted to this drug is a crime.

Reckless Endangerment
Function: noun
• the offense of recklessly engaging in
conduct that creates a substantial
risk of serious physical injury or
death to another person
• NOTE: Reckless endangerment is a
gross misdemeanor but sometimes
rises to a felony, as when a deadly
weapon is involved. It involves
possible jail time. Tobacco is a slow
working deadly weapon. A person
who gets addicted to it is forced to
spend money on his habit, ruin their
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• A person is guilty of reckless
endangerment when he or she
recklessly engages in conduct that
creates a substantial risk of death
or serious physical injury to another
person. Allowing a child to access
your cigarettes is a crime.
Willful neglect is Conscious or
intentional failure to perform a duty
due to negligence
It is a parent’s duty to protect their child
from being addicted to any substance.
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People say that the death penalty is not
a deterrent. Well a smokeless prison
would be. Maybe then people would
be able to become 19 years old before
they can smoke and not fall under the
influence of peer pressure or infantile
fascination with taboo.
Many people reading this are angry and
are now trying to explain, how certain
people live to be eighty and smoke,
or that their bodies and their children
are theirs to abuse, or any number of
inane twists of rationalization to allow
smoking to continue.
Parents who do not take care to
prevent a child’s access to tobacco,
store owners selling cigarettes, other
minor and anyone who participates in
this crime should be prosecuted.
When our authorities start to enforce
the law of reckless endangerment
and willful neglect and try people for
allowing their child to smoke. Then and
only then can we have an honest less
hypocritical society. And then an adult
can choose to smoke or not.
The FDA and the legislatures of the
world have been under the control of
the tobacco companies for years. The
lobbyists know just how addictive the
drug in cigarettes truly is. People say
they have the right to defile their own
bodies.
But these addicts will say anything do
anything pay anything to support their
habit. They love to get another stupid

And now for the smokers reading this,
first of all you did not start smoking
because OF AN EXPRESSION OF
FREEDOM. You did not start because you
were just curious. You started because
you were so incredibly insecure and
full of self doubt you could not resist
the peer pressure. You thought you
would be COOL. You started a life of
disease, extra cost, and self defilement
and twisting mental rationalization all
to influence someone else’s opinion of
your insecure timid self.
• Smoking gives you bad breath

idiot addicted to divert attention from
their own gross stupidity. Stupidity
loves company. But when a child gets a
cigarette this is a major crime. Getting
a child addicted to a drug the kills is a
major crime.
If the punishment was one year in jail
then perhaps there would be some
protection for the children. If a person
out of stupidity was to inadvertently
allow his child to get a cigarette and
smoke it, if Uncle George puts a
cigarette into your child’s mouth, he
should be incarcerated for two years.
Everybody must be responsible for not
allowing a child to be addicted. But this
is not enough of a deterrent. There
should be a special prison for these
offenders. A prison with no tobacco, let
the punishment fit the crime. Only the
threat of a non-smoking prison would
be enough of a deterrent.
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• Causes wrinkles earlier in life
• Makes your hair and clothes smell
• Can affect your sports performance
•

You won't be able to run as fast or
as far.

• Stains your teeth makes your skin
dry
• It will crease your lips from pursing
them around the cigarette.
• It will make your skin tougher and
not as soft.
• It will mix up the fluids in your brain.
• Makes you less attractive
• Costs lots of money.
• Destroys your clothes, AND
Puts you at risk of
• Smoking can cause Coronary Heart
Disease
• Emphysema
• Lung Cancer
• Throat Cancer
• Mouth Cancer
• Bladder Cancer Infertility in men
and women
• Stomach Ulcers
You risked these and more and you
are now addicted and a slave to your
uncontrollable desire to look like an
idiot to others as you get your fix.
But when you in any fashion contribute
to a child’s future life degradation, well
your karma will get you back.
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Bad diet big sugar and bad oil
2. Diet. Eat Good sugars and Good
Fats not Bad Sugars and Bad Fats.
It is as simple as switching from
dextrose sugars to levulose sugars,
avoid all white sugar cane and eat fruit
sugars. Do not eat food with trans-fatty
acids, and switch from boiling foods
in oil, to boil in water and add oil for
flavor when it is cooled, but still warm.
You will not miss a thing. The flavor will
be there and you will be healthy. It just
takes a little education and a little care.
Dextrose High Glycemic Index Sugar
Related Health Problems:
Acne
Addiction to
drugs, caffeine &
food
Adrenal gland
exhaustion
Alcoholism
Allergies
Anxiety
Appendicitis
Arthritis
Asthma
Behavior
problems
Binge eating
Bloating

Heart Disease
High blood
cholesterol
High estrogen
levels
High triglyceride
levels
Hormonal
problems
Hyperactivity
High blood
pressure
Hypoglycemia
Impaired
digestion of all
foods
Indigestion
Insomnia
Kidney stones

Bone loss
Cancer (cancer
cells feed on
sugar)
Candidiasis
Cardiovascular
disease
Cataracts
Colitis
Constipation
Depression
Dermatitis
Diabetes
Difficulty
concentrating
Diverticulitis &
diverticulosis
Eczema
Edema
Emotional
problems
Endocrine gland
dysfunction
Fatigue
Food cravings
Gallstones
Gout

Liver dysfunction
Liver enlargement
& fatty liver
syndrome
Low HDL
cholesterol
Menstrual
difficulties
Mental illness
Mood swings
Muscle pain
Nearsightedness
Obesity
Osteoporosis
Over-acidity
Parasitic
infections
Premature aging
& wrinkles
Premenstrual
syndrome
Psoriasis
Rheumatism
Shortened life
span
Tooth decay
Ulcers
Vaginal yeast
infections

Good diet is the answer. People will
say they have the right to choose, and
this is the fundamental base of our
society. I would fight for the freedom to
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choose. But what we are talking about
is first education if we were to have
equal economic education and teach
everyone the consequence of bad diet
then true informed choice is good.
Hiding the truth about dextrose sugar
(high Glycemic foods) for instance is
bad and thus allowing more disease is
even worse.
After education health insurance is the
next question if you wish to burden
our society with a personal choice to
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eat bad foods, this is bad. If there is
evidence that your diet choice causes
your illness the medical insurance
should impose a penalty for any illness
linked to your choice.
If you want to smoke, drink, eat bad
foods to excess, fine, but you pay the
bill. People should not be allowed to
impose financial burdens on others
because they are self destructive,
obstinate, stupid, ignorant, or just plain
mean.
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3. Eat more fruits and vegetables less
meat.
This is good for you and the
environment. The simple trick is using
good spices and cooking to make the
vegetables more appealing.
4. Over Cooking.
Smoke in cooking also is a carcinogen.
Smoke in any way is cancer causing.
Foods over cooked and exposed to
direct flame are more carcinogenic. Stir
fry, low temp, sushi, Carpaccio, rare
not well done, are just some ways to
improve health.
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Eat more fresh and raw foods. And cook
less, the more you cook a food the less
nutrient’s it has.

5. Exercise.
Exercise is a nutrient. We are designed
to chop wood and carry water. Our
bodies require exercise like we require
air, water and food. Just a little walk, a
little stretch, a little calisthenics, or even
isometrics can make a big difference.
6. Alcohol.
A little bit of alcohol is good for you.
It is only over dosing that is bad. The
relaxing, euphoric joyful effect of
alcohol comes only from the first and
second drink. Two drinks are all it takes
to feel good. After that alcohol only
makes your thinking disturbed. After
two drinks switch to alcohol free, virgin
drinks or just water and you will not
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miss any of the fun. It is often only peer
pressure that makes you drink on and
on, or just stupidity. The third and more
drinks will not make you feel better;
they will maybe make you feel worse.
When I switched to non alcohol drinks
in the night club after the first two I
found no change in my level of fun and
I could dance mare and sex was better.
Alcohol is dangerous in excess.

in philosophy like allopathically treating
symptoms with inaccurate diagnosis
while ignoring wellness measures
and behavior leads to two factors,
SINthetic drugs and surgery. When by
their own statistics 75% of all surgery
is unneeded, and hospital food makes
you sick, the side effects of the drugs
make more dependency than cure. We
can see why doctors kill people.

7. Drugs.

8. Ignorance, obstinacy, hard headed
stupidity.

Doctors kill more people than any other
form of health care risk. Street drugs
do cause many deaths a year but it is a
small pittance of the deaths caused by
the medical community. The Basic flaw

To ignore these things and say well my
Uncle Sam lived to be 80 and he smoked
and drank and never ate a vegetable.
Well first the question is how did Uncle
Sam truly die? And next the undeniable
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evidence is that your supposed uncle
would have lived 12 more years if he
was not as ignorant as you are. Please
resist the urge to rationalize, twist,
distort, deny, and ignorantly contradict
the truth. You look really stupid and
not caring of anybody when you do.
And yes any of you can change, these
changes are simple.
9. Stop Focusing on Diagnosis.
Medicine focuses on reductionistic
diagnosis. The only way an insurance
company can pay is to get an ICD
(international Classification of Disease)
diagnosis and attach it to an appropriate
CPT therapy.
All done for the sake of paperwork. But
this is a large flaw in the system. First

of all there is always multiple causes
of disease. There is never just a simple
cause. Everybody has nutritional
disorders, everybody has toxicity, and
everyone has stress.
We pile on risks and causes till we
collapse and then we foolishly blame
the last straw. This is reductionism. In
the medicine of Dr. Selye accumulated
stressors are what make the system fail.
And we need to reduce overall stress
and take the cure and go get good food,
good air etc and let our bodies repair.
And most importantly the accuracy of
diagnosis is at the best AMA statistic
about 30%. In a major study people
dying in hospitals all over the US were
taken to the forensic autopsy and the
forensic disease was compared to the
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diagnosed one.
The accuracy was global at about 30%.
Some teaching hospitals like Mayo
clinic are about 5% accurate. But with
so many studies going on and doctors
stretching to get subjects into their
studies, we can expect diagnosis to be
inaccurate. No hospital was over 50%,
45% was the best.
We see doctors like Gregory House
every week on TV. He is a presumptive
asshole to say it short. This is a perfect
example of the way many doctors are.
First they ASSUME toooo much and they
make and ASS out of U and ME. House

when he treats people in the clinic
takes about 5 microseconds to make a
full diagnosis and an assumption of his
patient. Does anyone want this type of
HMO health care? NO. Then when he
gets a patient in danger he makes at
least four to five mistakes of diagnosis
and he hurts the patient with at least
one of his guesses.
A poor Latino man in one episode gets
a hole drilled into his and loses and arm
needlessly when they finally figure out
a bird disease was it. House assumes
that it is it when his patient lives long
enough to leave the hospital. Every
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episode we see the primary patient
hurt by misdiagnosis and drug or
surgical treatment.
Do we want this kind of health care
from presumptive, arrogant, assholes?
Answer NO.
But freedom of choice is a valid point. If
you want this Ok, but for my children it
is not OK. With House as an example of
Medicine, we need not look for other
examples of presumptive arrogance.
This assumptive egotism conceit and
bloated self-importance has destroyed
medicine. They think they know
everything and they don’t even know
what an electron is. I for one would
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rather see humility come back into
medicine.
We need to stop focusing on diagnosis
and let stress reduction and reduction
of the causes of disease be meaningful
therapies. One of my mentors a medical
doctor from Cleveland once told me in
medical school a little secret. He said
ask your patients to make a conscious
effort to drink more water.
The hypothalamus of people shuts
down its thirst detector at age 16 or so.
People do not drink enough water and
since all life processes involve water
if you drink more most of the patient
problems will go away and they will
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think you’re a wonderful doctor.

10. Lack of CARE.

This points out very simply that
diagnosis is not the most essential
component of Health Care, diagnosis
is the most essential component of
Disease Care with harmful therapies
like drugs and surgery.

If you don’t care for your children, your
spouse, your friends, your family or for
yourself then just let yourself die. But if
there is some small thing that you care
for then show some compassion and
make these small changes.

Diagnosis is needed if you have a plan
to maybe hurt the patient with side
effect medication or risky surgery. But
to make a person more Healthy or to
care for his health we do not need
diagnosis. It should not be necessary to
get a diagnosis to get health care. It is
nice if you are humble enough to admit
you may be wrong.

Some simple changes that not only
make you live longer but might help
you avoid an ugly painful death of lying
in a puddle of your own piss and shit
from cancer. These simple changes are
the beginning of a true Health Care.
One of the largest causes of disease
and one of the largest factors in disease
is mal-nutrition, starvation or mal-
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absorption. Our society has allowed Big
Sugar, Big Pharma, and Big Fast Food to
go crazy and make record profits while
giving so little nutrition as to border on
starvation and mal-nutrition. People
are not getting the nutrients they need
to be healthy. In fact they are being fed
foods filled with non-nutritious junk
that makes money for the fast food
industry. And money for health care.
The investors behind health care
want only return on their investment.
They want profits and for health care
to make profit there needs to be sick
people. The more sick people the more
money they make.
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There is an incentive to make people
sick. Profit up front, profit in the back.

The inherent risk of a profit based
society. And when the profiteers can
influence the legislation with lobbyists,
grants, jobs for the legislators’ dimwitted nephew, fellowships, and
sometimes even just plain money, we
see a system grow out of control.
Profit over people. Heath care turns
to disease care. Our children see the
double talk about health care and they
laugh but nothing changes so they get
cynical and slowly reject all authority.
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Equal Economic
Education
Education has been stymied and not
allowed to truly help. There is very little
effort to teach people to eat better. And
since the education system is based on
hypocrisy nobody takes it seriously.
And when someone like me speaks
out to help make people healthier, the
media reaches out and attacks them
mercilessly. (See my Persecution movie
and books)
Yesterday a Hungarian woman came to
visit me from Paris where she is living
now. She remarked that she does not
like the people outside of my house. I
live in the 8th district of Budapest which
has a lot of Roma (colloquially gypsies).
As an American I have no care or any

disdain about Roma. In fact Americans
think they are kind of cool. As I grew up
my father feared and hated blacks. He
was very prejudice, but I learned that
they were just people and my friends
said I was color blind. When I found
out the area the woman lived in Paris
I found that as a poor Hungarian she
lived in an Algerian ghetto. She had
no problem with them but the French
hate the Algerian poor. She was raised
to hate the Roma, I was raised to hate
the blacks, and the French are raised
to hate the North Africans. Many resist
the pressure and not all parents allow
the bias to build.
As I travel the world there is always
such prejudice. And one day I found
the reason. In every case the minority
living in an area get less money spent
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on their schools and thus the children
grow up less intelligent. A person is
created by education and the unequal
education means that worldwide
people are not created equal, especially
in America. The minority are kept stupid
by depriving them equal economic
education.
Franklin Delano Roosevelt said that

equal economic education was one
of the keys to the stabilization of the
future. He announced there should
be equal health care, equal education,
equal protection from loss and a new
society for all Americans. He proposed
a second bill of rights.
He died shortly thereafter.
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“The Economic Bill of Rights”
Excerpt from President Roosevelt’s
January 11, 1944 message to the
Congress of the United States on the
State of the Union:

rights proved inadequate to assure us
equality in the pursuit of happiness.
We have come to a clear realization of
the fact that true individual freedom
cannot exist without economic security
and independence.
“Necessitous men are not free men.”
People who are hungry and out of a job
are the stuff of which dictatorships are
made. In our day these economic truths
have become accepted as self-evident.

“It is our duty now to begin to lay the
plans and determine the strategy for
the winning of a lasting peace and the
establishment of an American standard
of living higher than ever before known.
We cannot be content, no matter how
high that general standard of living
may be, if some fraction of our people
- whether it be one-third or one-fifth
or one-tenth - is ill-fed, ill-clothed, illhoused, and insecure.
This Republic had its beginning, and
grew to its present strength, under
the protection of certain inalienable
political rights - among them the right
of free speech, free press, free worship,
trial by jury, freedom from unreasonable
searches and seizures.
They were our rights to life and liberty.
As our nation has grown in size and
stature, however - as our industrial
economy expanded - these political

good health;
The right to adequate protection from
the economic fears of old age, sickness,
accident, and unemployment;
The right to a good equal education.
All of these rights spell security. And after
this war is won we must be prepared to
move forward, in the implementation

of these rights, to new goals of human
happiness and well-being.
For unless there is security here at
home there cannot be lasting peace in
the world.”
If we all had the security of knowing that
our society would protect us with these
basic rights, we would not be panicked

We have accepted, so to speak, a
second Bill of Rights under which a new
basis of security and prosperity can
be established for all - regardless of
station, race, or creed.
Among these are:
The right to a useful and remunerative
job in the industries or shops or farms
or mines of the nation;
The right to earn enough to provide
adequate food and clothing and
recreation;
The right of every farmer to raise and
sell his products at a return which will
give him and his family a decent living;
The right of every businessman, large
and small, to trade in an atmosphere of
freedom from unfair competition and
domination by monopolies at home or
abroad;
The right of every family to a decent
home;
The right to adequate medical care and
the opportunity to achieve and enjoy
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at the thought of being put out on the
street. This panic and insecurity drives
people to terrible things. Everyone
fears financial collapse and we dread
having nothing in a country of plenty.
This fear makes for blind workers,
stupid masses, and obeying servants.
In other countries they take care of
those who lose everything. In Denmark
if you wish to be a poet, a painter an
artist, or just to take a sabbatical, you
get an apartment, a monthly wage,
health care, education, bus pass,
and more. You are a member of the

society regardless of your financial
contribution. So they have less fear of
loss. A society is measured by how it
treats the lower status of people in it.
We need the security of equal rights
and protection from total demise and
protection from being homeless, sick,
unemployed or old. But this means
that the rich must share with the poor.
The thing the rich fear mist is the simple
idea of equal economic education. If
the ultra rich would pay taxes there
would be plenty of money for equal
economic education.
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Another wise man said he wanted to
change things and have equal economic
education; he was John F. Kennedy,
president of the USA.
Twenty one days later he was dead.
His brother Bobby liked the idea and
also saw the vision of equal economic
education. He was assassinated shortly
after.
Martin Luther King said why bus people
when equal economic education would
save more money. He did not live long.
On his death bed a CIA agent last
year said that the CIA killed Kennedy
because of his education policies. This
was reported on FOX news.

Another president on reelection said
that equal economic education was the
way to the future. Nixon was his name
and assignation was so overdone, so
they trumped up a small charge of
Watergate cover-up and got rid of
him. There are forces that don’t want
this topic discussed. And they have
attacked me violently and tried to stop
my movie
“Equal Economic Education” from
being seen. The rich don’t want to
share with the poor as we see with the
recent health care turmoil.
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The Geek-lizard mind
Jesus taught us that the Meek will
inherit the Earth. But today the Geek
have stolen the Earth. The lizard mind
of the Geek has taken over every aspect
of our lives. Paper pushing, picayune,
petty minds that over analyze and over
regulate our lives. This Geek mind is
selfless, without compassion, loveless,
over critical and over demanding.
The Geek mind is lizard like. It is cold
blooded and slithers with evil self
serving control. Geeks do not believe
in God. They do not believe in prayer.
They want to stop anyone from learning
of the power of the mind. They will try
to stop this book. They do not want
a message about the powers of the
mind, the seeds of sin in the mind, or
the ability to transcend.
The geek mind is small and tries to
impose limitations and restrictions of
freedom. The geek mind is petty, over
picayune and over conservative. The
geek mind cannot accept the powers
of the mind, because the idea that
the mind affects things is counter to
his basic belief that the mind restricts
things. He fears and abhors freedom
of spirit. Expansive great spirits who
see holistic outstretching visions are
the enemy of the geek. The mediocre
confining mind of the geek will give
incredible resistance to any great spirit
it encounters.
This in itself is a proof of the powers
of the mind, as that the nature of the

geek mind is to impose its nature of
restriction onto the things it perceives.
Often small minds will gravitate
to a position of power. Thus many
regulatory positions are taken by some
to compensate for their petty feelings.
They then can lash out at greater
expansive minds and find a way to attack
them. There is definitely a power of
the mind to effect things. This is proven
by quantum physics and even medicine
needs to do double blinds because
the mind of a researcher can affect an
experiment. Ninety nine percent of
the people believe in a world where
prayer, spirit, God, psychic connection,
and religion exist. The mind has power.
We have the right to believe this and
the scientific evidence is undoubtedly
conclusive.
There is indeed a non-local universe
and it has been proven that the mind
can affect things (see the movie Proof
and the Journal on Proof of the Powers
of the Mind). The geek will try to play
psychic and pretend that he can put
down the book and movie without
watching it or reading it. And it seems
that playing psychic is not in the
character of the geek. The first step in
this process is to understand that the
mind can affect things. The effect is
small and we cannot control things but
the mind effects things. The small mind
of the geek has difficulty accepting this
truth because it is counter to their basic
small mindedness. Motivation greatly
determines perception. Accumulated
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perceptions construct beliefs. And a
false belief is very difficult to disband.
The smaller the mind, the more it can
cling to a false belief.
People hold to their beliefs and
especially false beliefs. Geeks hold
violently to their false beliefs. One of
their false beliefs is that they are not a
geek when actually they are. Some of
the most closed minds I have ever met
will swear they are open minded. Their
small minds see their small mind as big,
when it is not.
We Have a Conflict about the EPFX/
SCIO medical device.
1. The EPFX/SCIO Biofeedback is
medical therapy.
The geek often is not aware of just what
happens in the real world of medicine,
but to all involved in medicine EPFX/
SCIO Biofeedback is sound and valid
medical therapy.
Biofeedback
builds
awareness.
Awareness helps the mind to affect
itself and the therapy comes from self
regulatory powers of the mind.
2. Stress reduction improves Health. The
evidence of the psycho-somatic disease
was astounding. Now the evidence of
the psycho-neuro-immuno-soma link is
profound and completely proven. (See
the PNIS journal of the IJMSHl). But
here again the geek cannot accept that
the mind can be a part. If the mind is
part of health then so is the geek mind.
And this is intolerable to the geek.

The rest of us can see that stress
reduction can help stimulate circulation
of blood. Blood brings oxygen and
nutrients and carries away toxins. This
is a good thing and stress reduction of
excess muscle tension helps.
The rest of us can see that too
much stress can over stimulate the
sympathetic nerves and sedate the
para-sympathetic nerves that control
immunity and digestion. There are
thousands of scientifically proven ways
that stress reduction can improve
health and thus help any disease
known to man. But this thought is too
expensive to the geek. And the geek
hates to be lectured to; he hates to be
found out as a geek.
The rest of us can see that stress
reduction
and
biofeedback
is
empowering to the patient. But the
geek fears and loathes empowering
anybody. His basic personality is to
disempower people. He likes to restrain
powers and limit all situations he sees.
The rest of us can see Stress reduction
improves everyone’s Health.
3. Biofeedback as Bioresonance,
Bioresonance as Biofeedback. EPFX/
SCIO are both.
Here science of the body electric comes
into play. We can safely measure the
body electric and in a cybernetic loop
use a biofeedback cascade to induce
certain bioresonance. This can be
helpful and still allows us to be in the
confines of biofeedback. The limitations
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of the original regulatory requirements,
known to the FDA as a 510k, can be
adhered to and still the expansive mind
can stay in the 510k box but reach out
to people and find a way to safely help
everyone with the EPFX/SCIO.
After over twenty years of use, over
200,000,000 patient visits, there has
been no record of any significant risks.
There have been over two hundred
studies published on the device
and the large study involved 2,500+
therapists, 97,000+ patients, and over
275,000 patient visits. All certified and
inspected by governmental agencies.
The conclusion on the EPFX/SCIO was
total safety, results in over two hundred
diseases, and effective stress reduction.
The geek is now twisting in his chair. His
small petty instinct is to doubt this, as it
doubts everything. That would be fine
and doubt we can live and work with.
But some geeks go extra and feel that
there must have been a crime. They
play psychic and assume that no one
could be so expansive and intelligent
to do this and this person must be
an illegitimate. This assumption then
cuts off the communication and an
adversarial attack ensues.
There is an extra level of geek suspicion
in America today. The legal system is
very adversarial and often over reactive.
A close inspection of the Seattle Times
article on me will see that there is no
evidence of any impropriety. No one
hurt, no one deceived, and no one put
at risk. All of our therapists are trained

to work with the medical system and
if the need for medical care exists of
course it is recommenced.

a true open discussion.

Our EPFX/SCIO device is proven safe
and is so effective that people get
such good results and want to share
these results with their friends. Their
overzealous enthusiasm can be too
excessive. We are constantly trying to
contain their enthusiasm and restrain
the zeal.

Geeks hate freedom. Any type of
freedom is an expression of expansion
of spirit. Geeks hate expansion. They
want things to be anal retentively
controlled. Whatever a geek sees he
wants to reduce and confine. It is a
reflection of his small petty mind.

I am just an electrical engineer, scientist,
medical professional who has designed
a totally safe energetic medical device,
EPFX/SCIO based on good science.
I registered it as a legal system of
biofeedback for stress detection and
reduction. Now after two decades of
use with no record of any significant
risk, hundreds of peer reviewed medical
articles, a vast multitude of case studies
and testimonials, I am attacked because
the EPFX/SCIO works. Or am I attacked
because it is drugless. Is my courage
to defy norms of sexual identity and
medical tradition the problem?
My iniquity seems to be too much
make up and too high a heel. Many
fear my intellect and charisma,
as I am seen as a threat to the
pharmaceutical companies. I am not.
I can appreciate any direct inquiry,
any open challenge, but let’s drop the
adversarial unpleasantness and let’s
work together to help make America
safe and progressive. America cannot
afford to go backwards in medicine by
destroying energetic medicine without
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4. People have the Freedom of Speech
and Freedom to Choose.

When big thinkers see things they want
to expand the vision, to magnify to
effect, to accomplish more, and reach
beyond. Geeks will be very annoyed
by large thinkers. They will attempt
anything and try to twist and rationalize;
the geek may even lie and misconstrue
to attack the Great Spirit. Geeks think

that People should do what is expected
and no more. Freedom is not in the
geek language.
When someone has tremendous
results from the EPFX/SCIO they want
to tell people. The geek wants them to
be quiet and doubt. The geek wants
them to go to the same doctor they
do and take the same medicine and do
the same things that are expected. The
constitution gave us freedoms and the
geeks aspire to take them away. It is a
constant balance.
Geeks do not believe the following:
1. Biofeedback is therapy.
2. Stress reduction improves health.
3. Biofeedback
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is

Bioresonance,

Bioresonance is Biofeedback
4. People have the Freedom of Speech
and Freedom to Choose
5. The mind can affect things. Prayer
works.
This is the heart of the conflict. These
simple truths are very antagonistic to
the small petty minds. There are no
damages no complaints just a conflict
of expansive minds versus petty geek
minds. The problem with the EPFX/
SCIO device is more with the geek
minds than with non-compliance.

Towards a New Science
for Medicine

The end of degenerative disease

One of my jobs as the Angel of God
is to bring an end to degenerative
disease as the predominant killer. To
do so has taken a lifetime of dedication
persecution and violent attacks from so
many small petty minds

Powers of the Mind
The Bible says “that as a Man thinketh,
so is He”. Jesus, when asked about what
food to eat, said it is not what goes
into the mouth that defiles someone
but what comes out. In fact the Bible,
Koran, and all of the religious books
abound with references of how the
mind affects the body. Prayer and its
ability to help people is a basic believe.
This was all general knowledge many
millennia ago. Our science has now
proven these beliefs even further.

But today the antiquated science of
medicine and small minded doctors
have a hard time accepting this fact.

Quantum Theory
Mendeleev made a chart of the
elements based on his observations.
Then later it would be learned that this
organization of the chemical elements
was because of the quantum states of
the outer electrons. Quantum theory
alone gave us an understanding of
chemistry. But quantum theory has
the observer effect where the mind of
the observer can affect the outcome.
Medicine seems to have an unstable
phobia and an over compensative
distaste for the powers of the mind.
The small petty minded Geeks have
such disdain for the message of
Quantum Theory. They have struggled
against it for decades. The Geeks
like reductionism as that they like to
reduce things with their small minds.
But yet Quantum theory has grown
and prospered in Science and despite
the attempts of many has succeeded as
the pinnacle of science so far.

Electronics
Science
developed
a
basic
understanding of electronics several
centuries ago. Electronics made a
major boom in technology. It allowed
us to understand so much of the world.
But modern medicine has resisted
an electrical analysis of the body. Yes
technology allows for tech measures of
the body, but there is little analysis of
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the body electric. Energetic medicine of
Dr. Nelson defines a process to explain
the body electric. But the modern
medicine fixation on the financial hold
of the synthetic chemical industry has
prevented a progression of medicine
into the modern age.
Nearly a century ago, quantum
research overturned the 17th century
mechanistic paradigm of “world as a
machine,” within which phenomena
are to be understood by reducing
them to their parts. Reductionism
worked for making cars, buildings
and was so valuable to our society.
But reductionism fails in a complex
situation.
Electricity was then explored and
a new set of rules were made. One
hundred years ago electricity stepped
up to explain more and more. But still
so much was not explained. In the last
hundred years the theory of Quantum
Physics was the next advancement.
And over the last 60 years the advent
of QED has been hailed the king of
current science.
The next step of science to come is the
subspace connection of consciousness
as a basis of the universe and
science. There is and will always be
advancements in science to broaden
our understanding. In this article we
will review QED.
All of science has come to learn of the
new advancements such as non-linear
analysis of fractals, chaos theory, QED,

electronics, etc.
All of science except medicine. Even
though medical science has used these
advancements to make devices that
can analyze the body, medicine has
failed to use these advancements to
explain the body processes. MRI, Cat
scans, x-ray, and many others are used
to see inside the body.
But medicine greatly resists the ides of
QED and photosynthesis in nature.
To embrace these advancements would
be to discover that the synthetic drugs
are incompatible with the human.
And thus would destroy a large greedy
industry. The Classical sciences of
Newton and Mendeleev are not capable
of describing life in its complexity.

The Electro-magnetic-static
connection to biology
All biology is electrical in nature.
Medical implications of electrical
or energetic measurements can be
introduced by this chapter.
Electricity as an electrical entity travels
in the direction of, for example, your
right thumb. Then for conduction of
the electron, there is a magnetic field
produced at 90E, and a static field
will be produced at another 90E. This
electromagnetic and electrostatic
combination and its effect on
conductance and from conductance is
the basis for understanding electrical
phenomena.
All of biology is electrical in nature.
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But yet modern medicine has been
so dominated by the Synthetic
Chemical Companies that there is little
investigation of the body electric in
daily health, But the Angel has spent
over three decades validating and
proving the basic concept of energetic
medicine.

the plant and gets the carbohydrate
energy of the "Hot Electrons" to make
ADP and ATP the needed compounds of
life. The low energy ionic bonds of the
minerals are converted to high energy
covalent bonds in plants and animals.
The master equation of life is in the
next diagram:

Let's now explore the
basis of QED

Only through QED can we start to
understand life. But this proves that the
synthetic chemicals are incompatible
with the animal kingdom. Only nature
knows the secrets of the proper energy
states for the outer electrons. A secret
the SINthetic chemical companies do
not know.

The theory of interaction of light
with matter is called Quantum
Electrodynamics QED. Simply put,
QED tells us that any minuscule
quantum change in a part of matter
will involve the release or absorption
of a photon. When an electron absorbs
a photon it jumps to a higher quantum
energy state. When it releases the
photon it goes to a lower state. Also
there are virtual particles, especially
virtual photons, coming in and out of
existence in the universe. The subject
is made to appear more difficult than
it actually is by the very much overly
complex mathematics that constitutes
the proof of the theory. One of the
simplest is that of Fermi. We start by
just postulating for the emission or
absorption of photons.
Light absorption is the key to the process
of photosynthesis. The light of the sun
is absorbed by the plant which converts
low energy electrons around the nuclei
of minerals and nutrients from the soil,
to high energy electrons around the
plant products. The animal then eats

Fractal Theory defeats
reductionism
Chaos theory gave us an enlightenment
that reductionism does not work in
complex systems like the human body.
Fractal dynamics teach us that the
reductionistic model fails in biology.
In an overly complex closed system
Fractal dynamics are unpredictable.
Reductionism is completely invalid.
The Rules of a Fractal System are 1.
Nothing ever repeats exactly as before,
2. Small changes can prompt very
large and dramatic effects, 3. Observer
effects and the mind can have effect
on a complex fractal system (prayer
works). Reductionism is the process
of taking a complex situation and
reducing it to simple terms. We reduce
the weight of a building to a simple
vector to calculate the strength of a
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support wall. Reductionism has been
responsible for allowing us to build cars,
boats, machines, etc. But reductionism
fails in very complex situations.
The human body has over 1018 cells.
Each cell is more complex that we can
presently imagine in our verbal minds.
This complexity makes our bodies a
fractal. Reductionism cannot work for
medical analysis.
When the drug companies wanted
to test a blood pressure medication
they reduce the patient from the
complexity of life to a simple variable,
blood pressure. They test the blood
pressure before, the pre test. Give an
intervention, the drug. And then test
the blood pressure again, the post test.
They do not test the side effects, they
observe them. This is important because
they can only observe gross side effects
and still they get by. If they would have
tested the blood sugar, they would
have found out that all patients taking
certain blood pressure medications get
some degree of diabetes, every one of
them. If they were to test all variables
for side effects, it would cost too much
to do testing. And there are not enough
people to do the test for statistical
satisfaction. There are not enough rats.
There are not enough fruit flies.
The statistics of total protection against
side effects are tremendous. These
side effects are killing not hundreds
of people, not thousands, not tens of
thousands, but millions of people every
year.

Scientific Principles of
Voltammetric
Trivector Analysis
1. The liquid crystal nature of the
polar substance water is a well known
scientific principle.
2. The memory of water to retain and
return to its crystal polymorphic shape
structure is also well known. (This
memory is destroyed by a. Heat above
55 degrees Celsius b. Strong order
such as camphor, c. Ionizing radiation
(X-rays).
Magnetic fields can distort
the shape but the water memory
will return after the magnetic field is
discontinued. This is the principle of
magnetic resonance imaging. Water
will remember its crystal structure
and always seek to find its shape or
polymorphic state)
3. Electrochemistry (polarography,
Polography,
chronopotentiometry,
volt-ammetry) is standard accepted
scientific principles of modern
chemistry for chemical analysis.
4. The dynamics of the chemical
information transfer of hormones
through shape receptors in the cell
is the basis of all pharmacology. All
hormones work by stimulating these
shape receptors. The plasticity of
these receptors has allowed synthetic
chemistry to appear to work. Shape
receptor stimulus is our fourth scientific
principle.
These four well known scientific
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facts offer us an explanation for
understanding and proving high
potency homeopathy as a medical
treatment. This science also offers
us a superb homeopathic quality
control procedure. Now homeopathy
can be proven, tested, understood,
and defended with these scientific
principles.
SINthetic failure
Our society has rejected synthetic
foods. Society has tried the synthetic
experiment and it failed. The synthetic
foods made cancers and diseases. We
will not choose them from a menu; we
will not buy them from the shelf. We
know from the gourmet that the finest
quality is always from the natural. This
is undoubtable. It is just a simple step
of intellect to see that it is also true
about our medicines as well.
In the IJMSH of 2009 there is an entire
issue of the failure of the FDA to protect
people from these side effects of
synthetic drugs. I spell it SINthetic. It is a
sin to kill so many in the name of profit
and ignorance, ignoring the benefits
of natural medicine is ignorance at
its ultimate ignorant best. All justified
by reductionism. A science not used
today by anybody but medicine. The
reductionistic methods of drug testing
are killing millions and wounding many
many more. But big money is hard to
beat, especially when there is 30 billion
spent by the drug companies on political
lobbying alone in America. Fractal non-

linear science has stepped forward to
help us understand medicine.
Synthetic Chemistry is polluting,
corrupting and poisoning our bodies
and the world. They now have SINthetic
patents on living things such as bacteria
and animals. A toxic chemical has a half
life and will gradually be destroyed. A
toxic organism however will proliferate
and grow maybe to destroy our
existence.
Science is always proud and feels that
today we know enough to duplicate
nature, to make synthetic foods etc.
In the next few years new discoveries
will tell us that what we did the last few
years was wrong and silly. But then the
scientists make the same mistake they
have made for the last centuries. We do
not know enough to duplicate nature
and thus we should bring humility back
into our science and especially our
medicine.
When it was developed in the 1920s,
quantum mechanics was viewed
primarily as a way of making sense of
the host of anomalous observations
at the level of molecules, atoms, and
subatomic particles that could not be
explained in terms of older mechanical
models. Now, in the 21st century,
most physicists are confident that
quantum mechanics is a fundamental
and general description of the physical
world. Indeed, quantum ideas are
now being applied to understand
the workings of consciousness,
environment, electromagnetic field
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interactions, low-dose healing effects,
non-local phenomena, and many
other observable phenomena that
are unexplainable with an outdated
mechanistic world view.
During the last century, traditional
medical and philosophical practices,
such
as
Traditional
Chinese
Medicine, acupuncture, Qi Gong,
Tai Chi, meditation, homeopathy,
naturopathy,
and
mind-body
techniques considered “esoteric” by
the scientific establishment, have
been largely ignored while the world’s
attention was focused solely on drugs,
surgery, radiation, genetics, and other
invasive and reductionist approaches.
Approaches that make money for the
synthetic chemical cartel.
But these synthetic therapies are
failing. One by one the synthetic
pharmaceuticals are being discredited.
With massive public pressure to support
research of safer Complementary and
Alternative Medicines (CAM), and with
athletic communities seeking effective
drugless performance advantages,
significant funds are moving in those
directions.
Quantum physics and non-linear
mathematics are providing scientists
with better models for understanding
complex systems and subtle interactions,
like mental, emotional, environmental,
and electro-physiological interactions
in the human body.
With new ways of measuring and

verifying energetic and quantum events
and their effects on health, disease,
and performance, scientists are reigniting interest in traditional healing
techniques, and the field of subtleenergy medicine is emerging.
One of the most exciting and
promising fields of CAM involves
bioelectromagnetics (BEM) - the study
of electromagnetic fields (EMFs) and
their biological effects. Based largely
on biofeedback principles, BEM
diagnostic and healing devices are well
entrenched in mainstream medicine
already, but scientists are really only
beginning to realize the practically
limitless potentials that this field offers.
Focus is given to the most advanced
biofeedback
energetic
medicine
technology, the EPFX (ElectroP hy s i o l o g i c a l - F e e d b a c k- X r ro i d )
or also known as SCIO (Scientific
Consciousness Information Operating
System), which combines mind-bodyspirit-social-environment interaction
training with a methodology of applying
micro-currents at various frequencies
to the body, measuring feedback, and
utilizing the resultant information for
stress reduction, education, behavioral
modification,
and
self-adjusting
cybernetic correction (an historic
innovation exclusive to the SCIO).

such as calcium or copper in its place
in a compound is not enough. Plants
through photosynthesis and QED place
the electrons in the correct places of
energy etc. Synthetic chemistry does
not do this at all. Geeks fear the word
Quantum for it implies expansive
thinking.
2. The realization of Fractal and Chaos
mathematics has shown us that
reductionism has failed as a technique
for safety and efficacy of new drug.
The side effects are not measured
but just observed and thus are not
fully controlled. 80% of drugs FDA
credentialed involve payout to FDA
staff. The amount of profit potential is
incredible. It takes many years to find
out just how much damage a drug does.
Every year many drugs are removed
from the market place because they
hurt people. New drugs are put into
place and the cycle renews.

The truth is that all of these synthetic
chemicals are incompatible and
potentially dangerous to the human.
3. Allopathy does not work as a form of
medicine.
4. Doctor prescribed drugs are one of
the most prolific killers. Over a million
die each year from Doctor prescribed
drugs. Millions more are weakened or
sickened from synthetics. Sometimes
the disease causing effects of synthetic
medicines take years and decades to
demonstrate.
5. The social experiment of synthetic
chemistry is over. We have had synthetic
chemistry foods and medicines for
almost a century. The verdict should be
clear. Synthetics are not compatible with
a human and they are all dangerous.
Only people who make money from
their sale or are trained only to use
them would argue. Our society now

Proof of the incompability of synthetic
compunds
1. Quantum Electro-Dynamics has
proven that just putting the atoms
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knows to not choose synthetic foods,
to not use synthetic things. We know
that the finest quality is from nature.
The gourmet uses natural ingredients,
not synthetic. Our society realizes this
for our foods now. But the geeks do
not want them to think that the same
is true for our medicines.
6. At the very least, in the smallest
manner, it should at least be a matter
of opinion and a freedom of choice
for informed consent for any use of a
synthetic medicine. But small minded
geeks hate freedom and struggle
with expansive minds. Synthetics are
reductionistic and thus small minded
people love reduced things. Natural
medicines and homeopathy do not
make much money and thus have little
funding.
Psycho-somatic and soma-psycho
disease
Medicine was shocked to see that
there was indeed a set of diseases
that were psycho-somatic. The mind
can affect the body. The largest type
is the stomach ulcer or other gastric
disturbance. Here stress upsets the
sympathetic nerval balance versus the
parasympathetic.
There are also soma-psycho diseases
such as when hormonal disturbances
produce
mental
abnormalities.
Medicine was shocked at the proof of
this. But this threatened pharmaceutical
sales.
As time goes by the list of possible

involvements from psycho-somatic and
soma-psycho disease grows and grows.
Till now there is overwhelming evidence
that there is mental involvement in
over 80% of disease.
Stress detection and stress reduction
then become an integral component
in disease care and thus health care.
There is an overwhelming evidence
for a Psych-Neuro-Immuno-Soma link
this is so well documented as to be
an irrefutable fact. But still some over
fastidious small minded geeks will
reject this truism. In the PNIS issue
of the journal we see more collective
evidence.

The end of degenerative disease
One of my jobs as the Angel of God is to
bring an end to degenerative disease as
a predominant killer. To do so has taken
a lifetime of dedication persecution and
violent attacks from so many places.
First we must confront the failure of
the FDA to protect Americans from
degenerative disease. Let’s review the
largest killers.
What’s really killing people in the world
today is number one: Big Tobacco. This
is the number one killer. David Kessler
was the head of the American FDA in
the 1980s. And when I met Kessler at
an FDA meeting he was going to do his
job to protect the public. I met him at
a meeting in Salt Lake City, Utah and
he said he wanted to go after the most
major risk to health, smoking. That
his job was to protect the American
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people, included that he should go
after big tobacco and to clamp down
and to make sure that the people were
protected. He was denied that. He was
stopped from doing that. He quit the
FDA, unable to do his job, as he said.
Big tobacco is killing over a million
people a year.

nutrition in America are making people
sick, producing blood sugar problems,
producing obesity, cardiovascular
problems, and many, many things that
the FDA could also affect. Limiting
trans-fatty acids, making good sugars
(Left handed Fructose), rather than bad
sugars (right handed Dextrose).

The next leading killer is factors that
are related to Big Sugar, Big Sugar for
its corporate name. As people who
get bad sugars and bad oils, trans-fatty
acids and cooked oils. Factors of bad

The body needs right handed sugar
(Blood Glucose) to enter the cell for
energy. Right handed sugars such as
sugar cane, beet sugar, grape sugar,
corn sugar are right handed and they
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enter the cells too fast. This produces
fat more easily, hyperglycemia (mild
addiction) and then hypoglycemia
(mild depression). This puts a burden
on the pancreas, the eye and other
organs. There is also a well documented
negative effect on the immune system
from dextrose. If you use chemicals to
strip away vitamins and minerals to
make the sugar white, and it gets even

worse.
Fructose revolves to the left and needs
to be converted to the right. A process
that takes time and thus allows for a
more smooth delivery of the glucose.
Less fat, less stress on organs, less
craving, less depression, less blood
sugar fluctuations. More hormonal
and enzyme production thus it is an
anti-aging therapy. Use fresh fruits as a
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sweetener; it will change your life.
Crazy food additives that have not
been fully tested add to the food and
drug problems. The synthetic foods
and drugs have failed. Our society has
learned to avoid and mistrust synthetic
foods. We will not order them on a
menu or buy them of the shelf. We have

learned to be chemophobic. We know
that synthetic foods create cancer and
disease. Our body needs good fatty
acids.
They make up the cell membrane of
all of our cells. Stress sets them free.
Cooking destroys most fatty acids.
Meat and potatoes contain very little.
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In fact the fatty acids from an animal
are saturated. Fresh and raw vegetable
and unheated vegetable juice are the
best source. Bad food is a problem
in degenerative disease. And this is
also another industry the FDA is not
attacking that the FDA is not doing
their job to protect the human beings
of America. Big Sugar and cholesterol
are leading to diseases that are killing
over a million people a year.

words degenerative disease is over
90% a factor of Big Money.

In the next category is allopathic doctor
prescribed drugs. The medical doctor
prescribed medicines are the third
largest killer of people Big Pharma.
Big pharmaceuticals are killing in
the neighborhood of some 600 -700
thousand people a year.

We need to embody a new theory of
health care. The Hans Selye theory tells
us that the cause of disease is a stressor.

If you read Gary Null’s books he makes
a good case for well over a million. By
all of these statistics, Big Tobacco, Big
Sugar, Big Fast Food, and Big Pharma,
collectively Big Money they are in the
neighborhood of directly 3 million
deaths a year in America alone and
possibly 10 million complicating factors
creating an incredible burden on the
health care system.
Big Money and the Ultimate Profit
Motive of Blind Greed is the culprit.
Primary and secondary Deaths from
Big Money total over 5 million a year in
America alone. But that is a mortality
statistic, if we evaluate morbidity and
the erosion of health from Big Money
we see that there is possibly one tenth
to one fifth of the population being
affected in negative ways. In other

But the lobby groups of Big Money are
so persuasive and powerful and those
that attack them are violently attacked
such as myself. Rather than go after a
problem, if the problem makes money,
the geeks will attack the messenger,
anything but listen to the message. Can
we then ever get rid of degenerative
disease?

HEALTH is EASE of Flow in the body
THEN ENTER STRESSOR (TOXIN ETC) enters produces Dis-EASE
1. ALARM = Reaction to a stressor
symptoms are the alarm
if stressor continues then
2. ADAPTATION = symptoms go away as
we adapt
if stressor continues then
3. EXHAUSTION = the stressor burden
the organs
if stressor continues then
a. FUNCTIONAL = first the stressor
effect the organ function
if stressor continues then
b. ORGANIC = then the organs start to
swell or shrink
if stressor continues then
4. DEATH = cellular, organ, organ
system, organism death
In Step 2 the Adaptation state, we see
that the stressor continues and the
symptom goes away. The person adapts
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to the Dis-EASE of flow. The Symptoms
go away. The person continues to
get sick. And we come to the most
important thing for all of medicine to
know:

Being Symptom Free is NOT an
Indicator of Health.
You can be really sick and symptom
free.
Symptoms can no longer be a basis for
medicine. Allopathy is the medicine of
symptom reduction it is the basis of all
modern medicine. ALLOPATHY DOES
NOT WORK AS A FORM OF MEDICINE. In
a survey we did in America the current
medical doctors do even know that
they are allopaths. They see symptoms
not as a sign of disease they see
symptoms as the enemy. They attack
them. In order to live we must detoxify
and then nourish. Everyone has a toilet.
Our major detoxes include stool, urine,
sweat, breath, skin, menses, hair, etc.
in an ever increasingly toxic world
we should expect more detox. Excess
stool, urine and if there is any excess or
irregularity of detox the medical doctor
will attack the symptom.
A friend of mine a young girl age 18
was going to the doctor one day. She
said she had too much sweat and the
doctor was going to give her baptize
shots to stop the sweat. I told her
that the sweat is natural for a person
under stress of growing and making life
decisions and if you eat too much pig
and bad food.

But the medical doctor was only
concerned with blocking the symptom.
And I asked her if you get diarrhea
would the doctor sew up your ass.
Allopathy does not work and is a great
problem in medicine.
We can see the importance of stress
detection and stress reduction. This
form of medicine is a more true
form of health care where nowadays
medicine is much more positioned at
the end of this scale. In other words a
heroic medicine, a disease care system
designed to stop you from dying.
I have spent a life time trying to build
an educational system and a program
to make health care more available
the Nelson Method of Medicine is as
follows.
1. Reduce the Causes of Disease
2. Repair the organs weakened by the
Causes
3. Unblock the Blockages to energy,
nutrition, Oxygen, waste FLOW
4. Treat the symptoms with natural
means before resorting to Synthetic
5. Balance the metabolic typing or
constitutional imbalances
The next step is to design a system to
work with the body electric. A system
to use the advances in science such as
electronics, fractal chaos and Quantum
Electro Dynamics. A new style of much
more modern medicine. A device to
find disease at the earliest level and
reduce it.
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I have been able to make such a
machine in 1985, legalize it in 1989, and
sell it around the world in compliance
fashion. It is completely tested, safe,
completely tested, and effective. It
works and it helps people in many
different ways.

So to end degenerative disease we
must

The frustration of lack of education
and the lack of opportunity it conveys,
leads many of the poor children to
resorting to drugs and crime. Addiction
develops and spreads. Equal Economic
Education will also help the society
reduce degenerative disease and the
costs it incurs. As well as when there
is better education there will be more
intelligent selection of foods and the
ability to resist drugs.

2. Make Big Sugar pay for the damages
they incur, Use dextrose sugar for
batteries not food.

I have dedicated my life to helping
reduce degenerative disease. If we can
see the problems of Big Tobacco, Big
Sugar, Big Pharma and just how the
medical community fights any change.

1. Make Big Tobacco pay for the
damages they incur, if there is
freedom of choice, then why cannot
people choose natural of energetic
medicine?

3. Make Big Pharma pay for the
damages they incur, first do no
Harm in Medicine.
4. End Allopathic philosophy and
develop a new stressor reducing
based medicine
5. Avoid Bad sugars white processed.
Eat Good Sugars from fresh fruit,
Avoid bad oils cooked or saturated.
Eat good oils from fresh and raw
vegetable and uncooked low
temperature made oils.

I have dedicated my life and intellect
to make a new system of medicine and
the tools to do it with a system that is
safe and effective. But instead of me
being applauded for the work that I
have done, I am attacked. I am vilified.

6. Equal Economic Education- and a
new medical education based on
natural science.

If you read the EPFX/SCIO testimonials
you will see incredible results. As
you read these testimonials, these
stories, recognize that this is the tip
of the iceberg. Is that we have been
hearing these stories for 20 years. The
wondrous stories of how people’s lives
have been changed.

8. Recognize the powers of the mind
to cure and remedy the diseases.

7. Safe forms of early intervention
medicine such as energetic
biofeedback

9. Recognize the need for an energetic
medicine to safely evaluate the body
electric and balance the aberrations
of the body electric. We need to use
a more modern medicine utilizing
the body electric without emphasis
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on synthetic chemistry.
10.Recognize that the SINthetic
experiment has failed and we
should be using the synthetics only
in extreme cases when the natural
remedies fail. Quantum ElectroDynamics has further proven the
problem of synthetic chemistry.
11.Allopathy does not work; we must
adapt a safer and more extensive
theory of medicine.
With these social changes degenerative
disease could be so greatly reduced to
allow for an inexpensive medicine.
This text is just an introduction and
if you want to know more go to the
medical journals or the books or even
the movies.
People will say that Tobacco is a choice.
There is freedom of choice to smoke
that is why the regulators allow the
cigarette companies to exist, even
though they kill so many. But the
regulators do not allow freedom of
choice to choose energetic medicine.
Freedom of choice means nothing to
the bureaucrats of the Ultra Rich, it is
all about profit. This massive hypocrisy
undermines the foundation of the FDA
and all Health regulatory officials. They
attack energetic medicine because it is
drugless and it dramatically threatens
the profits of the SINthetic drug cartel
of the Ultra Rich.
The prejudicial bias of the FDA and
other Health Care Regulators and the
sanctimonious hypocrisy are perfect

examples of the Ultra Rich control
and their petty small minded army.
Now you see proof of the Ultra Rich
manipulation of control to boost their
profits while promoting degenerative
disease. As to the freedom of choice
for smoking, choice is a good thing for
an adult. But no child under 18 should
ever be able to smoke, and this is
happening every minute of every day.
This must be stopped.

Cost of Medicine
In light of our current financial crisis,
we should address the issue of the
cost of medicine. In the countries of
the world today, America is not the
leader in health care, but for only one
criteria. America is not the leader in
fact America is way behind in all criteria
of health, longevity, child survival,
morbidity, disease susceptibility, and
all except one criteria. That criteria
is COST. Americans pay threw the
proverbial nose for health care which is
not health care.
America has disease care not health
care. In fact the regulatory agencies
FDA are not concerned with disease
causing industries like Big Tobacco,
Big Sugar, Big Fast Foods or Big
Pharma. The FDA is concerned with
drugless therapies such as natural or
energetic medicine, proved safe and
effective. The hypocrisy is monumental
and financially burdensome for the
American people. In fact there is profit
in promoting disease for a disease care
system.
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The Disease Care system in America
today is very costly. Tremendous
amounts of money are spent on
incorrect diagnosis (the AMA statistics
show the accuracy of the usual
diagnosis in America is less than 30%),
sinthetic medications that cover up
symptoms (vast side effects causing
a continued spiral of disease from
improperly tested Drugs), useless
surgery (the AMA says that over 80%
of heart surgery is not needed), and
a host of mentally irregular thoughts
on modern medicine. And after all of
this nobody gets healthier, nobody
improves their health, symptoms go
away and the disease goes deeper.
When corporations run the Health Care
system, profit for the stockholders is
paramount. Thus the more disease there
is the more profit there is. By definition
corporations are psychopathic as that

they care about profit over people.
So there is no interest whatsoever
in making people healthy, symptom
control by prolonged medications is
better.
A true Health Care system of healthy
lifestyle education, early prevention of
disease, and safe and natural methods of
disease prevention and early treatment
would not only make people healthier
but would dramatically reduce cost. If
people were taught the dangers of high
glycemic dextrose foods, if these foods
were better controlled, if the dangers
of bad fatty acids and Trans fatty
acids were controlled, if Tobacco was
removed from sale. The cost of health
care would dramatically improve.
The angel has designed a new type of
medicine after the work of Dr.. Hans
Selye to help people not to develop
disease, and to dramatically reduce
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disease. But the Angels’ efforts are
a thorn to the SINthetic chemical
companies and the Disease care system
in America.
When profit is removed from the
medicine, then we can go from a
profit based disease care system to
an improved Health Care system. And
the savings of money and lives will be
fantastic.

Money is a drug
“Money is drug, and as a drug, it must
be a controlled substance. Money can
cause addictive behavior which can be
destructive to you and your family. The
addictive behavior could trigger you to
do almost anything.”
Money is a drug. Undeniably!
Absolutely! It is an addictive substance.
Just look at the works of Machiavelli!
Just recognize this man’s solid clarity
into the human heart. Recognize that
money does affect people! You see,
a man might forget his father’s face
but intimately will know his father’s
property…
Money creates most of the problems
around the world. The Bible itself says
that “money is the root of all evil”. This
may be a bit harsh for you, but it is
true. You see, it is a strongly addictive
substance which makes people want
more and more and more and more…
Let me give you an example: the United
States government froze the bank
accounts of the Japanese just prior to

Pearl Harbor. This was the true reason
the Japanese had decided to attack.
Think about it: if all of your money was
frozen in the bank, I think you might
be angry too… Of course this doesn’t
justify the attack of Pearl Harbor! But it
explains it quite well…

We just want to make sure that all
addictive substances are controlled.
So they can’t hurt people! Right now
money is hurting people and money is
threatening this planet. We are at the
point where self interest groups have
too much power.

Now, once we have looked at the idea of
money being a drug and accepted that
it’s an addictive force, we shall start to
think over what we shall do with it.

We are not talking about people who
make – let’s say – a 100 million a year.
We are talking about the guy who
makes a 100 billion a year. The giants
who are making decisions that put
more money into their pocket, and
meanwhile possibly result the demise
of this planet.

I think it is obvious. Just like any other
addictive substance, money should also
be turned into a controlled substance.
There are plenty of substances that
our society deemed to be controlled
because of their strong addictive
qualities. Why not control money as
well?
If we really want to get to a 1000 years
of peace and harmony, we do have to
deal with the stark reality of controlling
this ultimate drug.
Now, how can we control money? Well,
we have to find ways to set limits to the
pursuit of it. This way nobody will get
addicted to it and nobody will cause
anymore harm to others. In the past,
every war initiated by mankind was
related to disputes over property.
In other words: over money.
Don’t misunderstand me: I am not
trying to reject money. Many people
will say this in order to try to refute
what my friends and I are doing.
But don’t believe them! We are not
rejecting money.
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We don’t want to ignore money; in
fact we want to embrace it. It’s just
as needed as anything else. In the
sixties, the young kids – the hippies
as they were called – tried to build a
society without money. A society based
on barter. Obviously it didn’t work,
because money helps progress, and
economic competition is an important
part of life. But still, we shall not forget:
money remain an addictive substance,
therefore – above a certain level – it
has to be controlled.
The story of Andreea Răducan,
Romania’s gymnast sensation (from
Wikipedia.org)
Andreea Mădălina Răducan was born
September 30, 1983, in Romania. She
began competing in gymnastics at a
young age and was training at the
Romanian junior national facility by
the age of 12. As one of the standout

gymnasts of the Romanian team in
the late 1990s, Răducan was known
for both her difficult repertoire of skills
and her dance and presentation. Over
the course of her four-year senior
career, she won Olympic or World
Championships medals on every event
except the uneven bars and earned
three individual World Championships
titles, on the floor exercise in 1999 and
2001 and the balance beam in 2001.
Răducan competed at the 2000 Sydney
Olympics where she contributed heavily
to the Romanian team’s gold medal
and won an individual silver medal on
the vault. She was also the original
winner of the all-around title, but was
disqualified and stripped of her gold
medal shortly after the competition
concluded, when it was revealed that
she had failed doping controls, testing
positive for ma haung, a natural herb
with ephedra like compounds, at the
time a banned substance. She and
her coaches maintained that she had
been given the substance in two herbal
cold medicine pills by a Romanian
team physician, and that they had not
impacted her performance in any way.
The case generated a significant amount
of media attention, and Răducan was
supported by members of the gymnastics
community and the Romanian public.
Her case was brought to the Court of
Arbitration for Sport in the fall of 2000.
Răducan herself was exonerated of any
personal wrongdoing by the CAS, the
Romanian Olympic Committee and the
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International Gymnastics Federation,
and was not subject to any disciplinary
measures. However, her medal was
not reinstated, and the team doctor
who administered the Nurofen was
banned for two Olympic cycles.
Răducan returned the year after the
Olympics to win five additional World
Championships medals, but retired
from gymnastics in 2002. As an adult,
she has worked as a sports announcer
and media personality, and has pursued
University level studies in journalism.

Olympics is coming up and you could
get the choice of two ma haung pills or
six million dollars for training. This is the
estimated cost the Americans spend
on their athletes. Andreea had to wash
dishes to pay for her own training and
the Romanian’s spend less the 10,000
us dollars on training for each athlete.
Which is an unfair advantage, millions
of dollars or an herbal pill, which would
you want? And now do you see the real
unfair advantage is money and money
is a drug.

They prohibit the drugs because they
are an unfair advantage. Now the next
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Evidence based
medicine versus Natural
Medicine
Introduction
There are two basic theories of modern
medicine. One has that SINthetic drugs
and surgery are the only way and
another camp who believe in natural
medicine and safety first. These two
need to have some explanation for you
to be able to better assay the difference.
The evidence based medicine has
driven the price of medicine to ludicrous
extremes. Cost due to malpractice
alone is the fault of the harsh side
effects of the synthetic medicines.
Add additional costs of side effect
management and cascading diseases
and evidence medicine is driving us
to the poor house. But simple natural
medicine is put off because it does not
work on 19 out of twenty people in the
same way. Acupuncture, homeopathy,
naturopathy etc all work in more subtle
ways without demanding action at the
cost of safety. Profit over people. But
the regulatory people like the statistical
emphasis of the evidence based
techniques. Paper over people.
Evidence based medicine has put the
future of the human race in danger.
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The frantic search to find a new SINthetic
drug leads chemical companies to
patent hundreds of new chemicals and
Genetic Modified food or organisms
every day. These things are developed
without control. Often they find their

way into our children and it takes years
to find out the side effects. There is a
possibility that one chemical or one
genetic modification could stop human
reproduction and stop the human race.
OOOopps, I am sorry might be the final
act of the SINthetic chemical company
cartel. Pretty big OOOppps.
Greed is called the root of all evil in the
Bible. Arrogance is deemed the root of
all evil in the Koran. To ignore a truth is
ignorance. The truth is that only nature
knows how to make a substance safely
and truly compatible with the human
body. By ignoring this truth the drug
companies show their ignorance.
Greed, Arrogance, and the Ignorance
of the SINthetic drug companies
has driven up the price of medicine,
threatened our existence, made excess
side effects, made people dependent
on their drugs, made some people
addicts to their drugs, and severely
compromised our safety. To expose this
Greed, Arrogance, and the Ignorance
of the SINthetic drug companies is the
purpose of this book.
So this article is needed to explain the
philosophical differences in medicine.
Death by Doctor
Cigarettes and doctor prescribed
medications are killing millions and lead
the causes of disease in some listings.
But money seems to divert the agencies
from their real job of defending people
from harm to attacking small concerns
like homeopathy and biofeedback that
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might weaken the profit of the drug
cartel. This constitutes the proof that
there is a group of incredibly rich people
who control most of our lives and they
manipulate the rules to do what they
please, even to the point of murder.
Studies on the SCIO were started and
published in peer reviewed journals
some over 20 years ago. There have
been a host of studies done to firmly
establish the safety and efficacy of
the stress reduction capacities of our
technology. There are current studies
being done worldwide. Biofeedback is
a standard type of device that we use in
standard ways. Stress reduction is the
single claim. We can claim literature or
studies to qualify our device. Our new
studies have been published in a peer
reviewed medical journal; an electronic
copy will accompany this letter.
Maturity is the ability to see the
consequences of our acts. The more
mature a person is the more into the
future he can see. We need to try
to balance symptom reduction with
mature vision of long term health. It is
a shameful fact that most people are
immature. A small reward today such
as the cigarette is more important than
a large punishment later, like a slow
painful death from lung cancer. This
makes addiction possible.
And dependency is what the drug
companies love, for people to get
dependent on their drugs. And a small
reward like symptom reduction is
greater than the large punishment of
side effects and a life of dependency

later.Addiction,
immaturity
and
dependence are all capitalized on by
drug companies.

The Downward Spiral of Modern
Medicine
(Why SINthetic drugs, Allopathy, and
Evidence Based Medicine do NOT
work safely)
People want to save money and not
be cheated in Health Care. Statistics of
Mechanics show that you must get 19
out of 20 to be significant, this is not
fit for a sensitive Fractal system like the
human body but it was used anyway.
To get such results you must be harsh
and risky and SINthetics were designed
for such action Statistical Research
is costly, SINthetic design is costly,
this needs investors, investors want
only guaranteed return, corporations
are more concerned with profit than
people. It is too expensive to test all side
effects, so side effects are observed not
tested, most of the SINthetic drugs are
shown to be harmful and later taken
off of the market.
There is a downward spiral of safety and
an upward trend in iatrogenic disease.
The philosophy of making money,
the synthetics, the philosophy of just
treating symptoms, and the unchecked
profits then lead to a cascading
downward spiral of safety in medicine,
a upward spiral of damages and
malpractice, more disease, more side
effects, more dependencies on drugs,
more drugs, more profits for the drug
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companies.
Anyone who protests the drug company
control is persecuted and prosecuted
by the small minded geeks of the
regulatory agencies who are the duped
lackeys of the drug companies.

Media is owned by Drug and
Petrochemical Companies
The media is owned and controlled by
the chemical cartel behind the SINthetic
drug companies. A story came up In
Denver years ago of a 13 year old boy
of parent who were of a religion that
did not believe in giving drugs of any
kind. The boy died and it was suspected
that because he was diabetic and his
parents denied him the insulin shot,
that this was news to the media.
The media twisted the story to accuse
the parent of killing him and to make
fun of the religion. An intelligent mind
would ask the statistical question
of comparing the total population
of children who go to the SINthetic
medicine doctors with the total number
of those in the religion who do not.
This analysis is incredible. The survival
rate of the religion is vastly higher than
the evidence based medicine group.
If we look to the large group statistics
we see that natural techniques will win
out. The media and small minds (who
own drug company stock) will want to
only look at the one case. A larger look
would see that the rate of diabetes is
even much lower in the natural group.
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The same year in Denver 12 newborn

children died in one month in the
pediatric hospital. The thought was
that there was some unknown infection
so extra cleaning chemical were used
and the next month 22 died. There was
fear and more cleaning was done and
the next month 29 died. Till they found
that it was something in the synthetic
cleaning solutions that was the culprit.
But the press made little of this story
they were still going on about the
diabetic boy. In fact literally thousands
approaching millions of children die
under the care of SINthetic patent
medicine evidence based medicine
every year. It is extremely negligible the
deaths in natural medicine.
Research has shown that the more
educated and intelligent you are the
more likely you go to a natural doctor for
help. This is because an intelligent assay
will show that profit of the chemical
companies is not more important than
the safety of people. The financial
power of the drug companies and
the petrochemical cartel is extreme
but people are not going to be fooled
forever. And choice is not going to be
taken away from them. The media
slants against Desiré and spreads lies,
rumors and slander.
Stating medical facts that offend the
chemical and tobacco companies and
the regulatory agencies that defend
their income, is assumed to be illegal
by some small minded people. Having
a different viewpoint of medicine is
assumed to be wrongful by these
small minded puppets of the drug
company cartel. They feel that having
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the intelligence to see the profit the
drug and tobacco companies have and
how they seek to defend their profit is
wrong. The persecution against me is
extreme, But I won’t give up my rights
of freedom of speech.
As to the right of free speech, the key
issue the people need to discuss is the
issue of proven excellence. Medicine
was built on ideas like FIRST DON’T
HURT. This is a fundamental issue that
all doctors pledge to in their Hippocratic
Oath. And Medicine is now divided into
two camps, one of natural medicines
that hold first don’t hurt as paramount,
and evidence based medicine that
holds profit as the highest priority.
Evidence based medicine clings to an
antiquated type of statistical analysis of
reductionism. A single variable is most
often tested as the subject is reduced
from his fractal complexity to a single
set of measures. Side effects are NOT
measured, they are observed. This
dramatic difference means that since
an experiment might measure blood
pressure, blood sugar is not measured
in the experiment.
If blood sugar was measured maybe in
the past blood pressure medications
that caused diabetes might have been
diverted from the market. History is full
of examples of side effects discovered
long after a drug hits the market. It is
assumed that all synthetic medicines
have side effects and all synthetic drugs
list them. To get evidence action we
need to use massive amounts of a drug
to get 95 people out of one hundred
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to have the same response. This is the
fault of the statistical logic.
Natural biology does work like this,
it is more subtle and fractal. Action
is not demanded at such a statistical
extreme, nature is more easy flowing.
Nothing healthy in nature demands
such action. Thyroid hormone in the
body works with just a few molecules
of hormone. To get statistical results,
massive amounts of synthetic hormone
are needed to get action statistically.
This large amount interferes with
regulatory processes, homeostasis etc.
The thyroid has hundreds of functions
and many many more hormones
than thyroxine T3, T4. The Synthetic
form does not help secondary thyroid
functions such as thyro-calcitonin
needed for bone calcium. So bone loss
is a side effect of synthetic thyroid, as is
depression, dementia, and Alzheimer’s.
Dependency is the result of much of
synthetic medicine. This helps to make
profit for the chemical companies,
number one directive.
In my Book “Receptor” I go through the
whole of the SINthetic pharmaceutical
industry main types of drugs and show
how unnatural and what exactly each
does. This expose’ is an eye-opener
to any still thinking that the drug
companies love you. They love your
money.
Natural medicine as an industry does
not require or demand such action,
safety first is the dictum. The public
think that side effects are managed
in synthetic medicines, but iatrogenic
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of mostly the synthetic drugs have a
different prime directive. Evidence
and statistics are not cheap. They cost
money. Money from investors. Investors
require and demand only profit.

disease from synthetic medicines
is rising, law suits are escalating at
an appalling rate. Death from these
synthetic drugs is now in the top five
causes of death. Natural medicine has
an insignificant rate of death and law
suits in comparison. Vastly insignificant
and much less in a truly intelligent
comparison. The Natural medicine
fields concentrate on safety first.
People over paper and profit.
I am sure that some regulatory person
will want to question the profits of our
company but if he is to compare he
profits of the drug companies he will
want to think before he puts his foot in
his mouth.
The evidence based medicine field

Since natural compounds cannot be
protected by patents and synthetics
can be protected money is invested into
the synthetics. Research is designed
to do bring a patent to the market
and make profit as soon as possible.
Investors / stockholders require profit
and it becomes the prime directive.
Safety is pushed aside and dealt with
later as side effects appear and the
profit gleaned from the public and
the drug removed from the market.
All calculated in the end of the year
profit statement. Every year an average
of 50 medicines are removed from
the market for hurting people and
compromising safety.
Now this has built to an absurdity.

A new type of Medicine
Philosophy
Dr. Hans Selye defined a new type
of medical philosophy based on
accumulated stressors. I worked with
Dr. Selye and I am enclosing a paper he
wrote mentioning me before his death.
Stress reduction and lifestyle education
is the heart of our philosophy of health
care at our university.
You can review our one hundred plus
journals. A list of my books also is
attached.
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SINthetic Drugs
Our society has now seen the failure
of the synthetic chemicals. People will
NOT choose synthetic wine or cheese
on a menu. Chemo phobia has become
universal. People have all learned that
synthetics cause side effects and health
risks. The next step of intellectual logic
is that the medicines have also the
same risk.
Natural medicines are safer but they
do not demand such action to satisfy
a .05 alpha statistical level. Newer
non-linear fractal statistics need to be
used as evidence. A more individual
perspective of medical efficacy will be
developed.
These synthetic chemicals are all
needed and sometimes each and
every one of them can save a life. But
for some doctors they only use them
with no respect for safety or choice. It
is my professional opinion to respect
the synthetic drug industry while
challenging its universality. We do teach
people to do the same. This makes me
a target for the drug companies and
some of the regulatory agents who
have the opinion that the synthetic
drug industry is unchallengeable. This
is not the current law.
The key issue comes down to choice.
Can someone choose the safety of
natural medicine versus the risk
of assisting the chemical company
profits with evidence based medicine?
Is there freedom of choice? Even
incurable diseases such a cancer have
distinct pressure from the chemical

companies to push people into doing
therapies with no hope and profit for
the chemical companies. Why are the
regulatory agencies so focused on
natural medicine at this time where
there is such a loss of public faith and
profit in the drug companies?
Someone seems to be trying to remove
the freedom of choice and funnel
people back to the profit stream of the
drug companies. In a time where the
tobacco companies laugh and continue
to grow and produce ever increasing
profits, the hypocrisy of natural
medicine persecution makes the public
more aware of the difficulty.
My movies and work all speak to this
issue. A nice court case against some
overzealous agent or for me might be
the needed impetus to get more media
coverage to this issue. A review of the
causes of death listing tobacco and
synthetic drugs is all on needs to do to
question.
So is my impropriety having the freedom
of speech to think such issues? Or is
it the ability to vocalize these issues?
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At any rate please share your real
concerns and let’s get to the real bottom
professionally and competently, aside
from rumor innuendo and out lies.

Natural medicine

Evidence based medicine

2. Law suits for Evidence based
medicine per year are in the trillions
of dollars while Nature based
medicine law suits are negligible

1. Evidence is costly and investors
want only return of investment, so
only patented SINthetics get large
investment. So safety is not primary,
safety is not primary important.
Profit Over People.
2. Evidence needs statistical proof that
19 of 20 people get results; this
means that the patent medicines
need to be strong and harsh to
demand action, once again safety is
forgotten.
3. Evidence centers on results.
Results are measured, side effects
are observed not measured. This
compromises safety.
4. Years later one patent drug in
twenty is removed from the shelves
because they are hurting people.

1. Hippocrates said “First Don’t Hurt”
Natural Medicines try to live to their
oath and concentrate on SAFETY
FIRST

3. Natural medicine does not try to
force action on 19 of 20 people. Soft
safe techniques are cumulative and
effective without side effects
4. People do not die from the
treatment , Safety First
5. Money is not the main priority,
People over Profit
6. The media does not cover the true
story
7. The more intelligent a person the
more likely he is to go to a natural
doctor

5. Millions of people die from SINthetic
drugs and it is one of the top killers
of people.
6. FDA and regulators look the other
way as patent drugs and cigarettes
kill more people than any other
factor. Far more than guns, car
accidents, and virus combined.
7. The media only covers sensational
stories like the swine flu to help sell
more drugs.
8. Safety is Forgotten over Profit.
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Allopathy
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The principle of allopathy is to only
reduce and or address symptoms. The
question “What’s Wrong with You” is
the key. The answer details the focused
complaint and not a true access of
health or welfare. When we combine
this with pills made and tested for the
symptom we get a medical system
where the average visit is less than
one minute of real concern. Consider
the side effects and you get an ever
expansive cascade of errors that cost
our society vast amounts in terms of
money and human suffering. Allopathy
has failed as a medicine philosophy and
it just takes time for all to realize it.

Many years ago in Denver a man
approached me who was a salesman
for a survey company. They sent out
survey questionnaires to all kinds of
professions to find out more about
marketing. He gave me 4 questions
for free and they were mailed out to
over 100,000 medical doctors. The first
question was “would you use a Natural
pharmaceutical over a synthetic one if
you could?” 82 % said yes. One of the
questions was which of the following
would you use in your practice?
Acupuncture, biofeedback, nutrition,
homeopathy, or allopathy. 55% said
they would use biofeedback, it was
technical and scientific. 45% said they
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Drug Side Effects
Written by: Marty L. Hinz, MD
President Clinical Research
NeuroResearch Clinics, Inc.
Cape Coral, Florida USA Research Office
Reuptake Inhibitors
are used to treat depression, attention
deficit, OCD, and a host of other disease.
As noted in the antidepressants section
of our web site the odds of drug side
effects developing in depression

would use nutrition. 35% said they
would use acupuncture. 12% said they
would use homeopathy, and 5% said
they would use allopathy, even though
these were allopathic doctors who use
allopathy every minute.

treatment are greater than getting
relief of symptoms greater than
placebo. Neurotransmitter levels in the
brain that are not high enough cause
disease. In reviewing drug side effects
the reuptake inhibitor side effect of
depleting neurotransmitters is unique.
These are the only drugs in medicine
where drug side effects make the cause
of the problem worse.
Drugs that work with neurotransmitters
do not work if there is not enough

They do not know or understand the
art of medicine they use. They do not
know what it is or how unsound the
philosophy is behind it. They are too
busy learning what the drug companies
want them to learn.
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neurotransmitters in the system to
work. When the reuptake inhibitor drug
quits working it is because the drug
has just depleted the neurotransmitter
levels below levels needed to keep the
drug working.
Drugs are commonly viewed as having
two categories of drug side effects,
reversible and irreversible. Drug
side effects involving depletion of
neurotransmitters is reversible if proper
levels of nutrients are given. With
severe neurotransmitter depletion
the patient may become suicidal and
commit suicide an irreversible display
of drug side effects.
In the right column is a sampling
of reuptake inhibitor drugs with
prescribing information. Click on each,

at the top is a drug side effects warning
of the risk of “clinical worsening”
and “suicide” developing. When the
drug burns out the neurotransmitters
enough the clinical condition worsens.
With
severe
neurotransmitters
depletion by the drug the patient may
become suicidal. Most doctors do not
understand how these drug side effects
are caused by the drugs.
One of the basic foundations of
medicine is, “First do not harm”. In
other words, “don’t make the disease
worse or create new problems”. If
during treatment the doctor makes the
cause of the problem worse, the doctor
has just violated this basic foundation
of medicine.
The reuptake inhibitor drugs deplete
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neurotransmitter levels if given with
properly balance nutrients. Herein lies
the problem, the standard approach in
medicine in treating depression with
reuptake inhibitor drugs is not proper.
The current treatment approach with
these drugs facilitates neurotransmitter
depletion making the cause of the
problem worse, neurotransmitter
levels that are not high enough to keep
disease symptoms under control.
How Drugs Deplete Neurotransmitters
The following is a discussion of what
NeuroResearch Clinics has been
teaching since 1998 on drug side
effects. In 2007 the following pictures
were posted on the “National Institute
of Drug Abuse” web site discussing
how reuptake inhibitors drugs deplete

neurotransmitters.
The
National
Institute of Drug Abuses explanation of
how reuptake inhibitor drugs deplete
neurotransmitters it is the exact same
explanation NeuroResearch Clinics
formulated in 1998. Following pictures
are courtesy of the National Institute of
Drug Abuse.
For
people
suffering
with
neurotransmitter disease synaptic
neurotransmitter levels are below the
levels needed to prevent symptoms of
disease. The picture below illustrates
not enough neurotransmitters (the
red triangles) in the synapse to keep
disease symptoms under control.
Serotonin,
dopamine,
and
norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor
drugs, as well as amphetamines, and
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cocaine, block the reuptake of the
neurotransmitter molecules back into
the presynaptic neuron. This leads
to a decrease in presynaptic neuron
neurotransmitter
levels
(where
the neurotransmitter is safe from
enzymatic breakdown). The blocking
of neurotransmitter reuptake increases
the neurotransmitter levels in the
synapse and increases the enzymatic
metabolism (breakdown) by the MAO
and COMT enzymes. If proper levels of
balanced nutrients are not given with
these drugs the neurotransmitters are
depleted by their increased exposure
to the enzymes that break them down.
The net effect of neurotransmitter
exposure to MAO and COMT
enzymatic metabolism is how drugs
deplete
neurotransmitters.
The
neurotransmitter molecules do not
cross the blood brain barrier. The only
way to increase neurotransmitter levels

in the brain in order to prevent the
depletion of neurotransmitter levels by
drugs is to provide properly balanced
5-HTP, tyrosine, levodopa, tryptophan,
and cysteine, which crosses the blood
brain barrier then are synthesized
into new neurotransmitter molecules
in the brain. With proper nutrient
administration neurotransmitter levels
in the brain are elevated to levels above
what is needed to keep symptoms
under control.
Drug Side Effects Can include Mass
Murder Impulses and loss of reality
checking.
With the cost of bringing a drug to
market at over 1.5 million dollars when
will we see the ludicrous folly.
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Surgery

Cancer and Persecution

Abraham Maslow once said “if the only
tool you have is a hammer, you will treat
everything as if it is a nail”. Surgeons
have a surgical answer for everything,
and nothing is more risky and costly
than surgery. We need surgeons and
surgery. But profit motives can put a
burden on the health care system if we
let rampant greed get out of control.

Cancer is still listed as an incurable
disease.
The accuracy of cancer
diagnosis is not perfect. Many many
People taking chemotherapy die, vast
numbers of people taking radiation
die. These are medical facts. Medical
facts I have the freedom to express.
Patients need to seek second opinions
and do whatever therapies they can to
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try to deal with an incurable disease.
Thousands of testimonials and a history
of studies on the EPFX technology point
to the proposition that the technology
can help patients. We do teach at
IMUNE that stress reduction helps all
diseases. Cancer is a disease of the
immune system where the reticuloendothelial system immune system
fails to attack the cancer effectively.
The
reticulo-endothelial
system
immune system is enervated by the
para-sympathetic nervous system and
thus is improved by stress reduction.
Good nutrition, exercise, herbs etc can
all have some small to moderate help,
but help nonetheless.

With such a cascade of destruction
possible any help is needed.
Competent medical personnel today
all realize these simple facts. We teach
how to help increase health at our
International Medical University. We
mention this discussion with cancer to
get your attention.
The more intelligent or educated a
cancer patient is the more likely he is
to go to a natural doctor. The sense
of logic in natural medicine and the
sense of SINthetic chemo-phobia make
this fact very understandable. The
harshness of the chemotherapy leads
to more deaths from chemotherapy
than cures, all in a vain attempt to get
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would eat. And if they ate these plants
some of the cancer would go away.
Sometimes complete cures. Vinca
(periwinkle) was such a plant. There is
instinctual ability of any animal even
a human to eat what they need. But
in humans the verbal logic resists this
urge. The sense of vision is tied to the
verbal logic system. The sense of smell
is not, it is wired around the reticular
system. People who are blindfolded
and smell lots of foods will most often
like the smell of what they need, very
often not what they normally eat.

statistical satisfaction.
The discovery of chemotherapy comes
from farmers who noticed that there
were some plants that healthy animals
did not eat, but a animal with cancer

SINthetic chemical companies took the
vinca and made the first chemotherapy
vincastrin. Many forms were spun off of
this formula. Chemotherapy was born.
But no one ever researched the natural
form of the vinca, you know the one the
animals used to get results. Investors in
research would not want to invest in a
study that proved that eating a plant
was helpful, no return of investment.
Only a SINthetic patent would
guarantee return. So no one ever
researched the natural form of the
vinca, that is till I did it in 1992. After
the fall of the iron curtain Kiev and
all of Eastern Europe was in financial
trouble. I went to Kiev and hired five of
the top doctors working in Oncology to
study the natural vinca.
We started with cell culture, went on
to rat, rabbit, and finally people. Each
study showed that the natural was
more effective and safer. The final
people study of 120 women in the
natural and 120 in the SINthetic group
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All of the 120 women in the SINthetic
group die in two years. 80% of the
natural medicine group survives over
a decade, not dying from cancer. I
delivered this paper and the whole
series of papers from Kiev to the world
congress of Oncology and cancer
treatment in Paris France, 1995.

was very challenging. The natural
vinca combination was not only many
times more effective it was extremely
safer. The SINthetic was in each case
dangerous as that it reduced future
cancer resistance.

The theme was “we get you better
but you come back”. In my address I
stated here is the answer, SINthetic
chemistry is risky and they return.
Natural medicine is more effective and
safer. But there was little response
to this mind changing idea. The
chemical companies buy us pencils and
computers what we do without them,
I was told. Money speaks louder than
words I was told. There was an attempt
on my life.
I made my first movie about this event
“Water, Wine, Homeopathy”. This is
the true story of this chain of events.

chemical companies want to shoot the
messenger.
Then I became Desiré and the attempts
to kill me were stopped. They believed
that no one would take me serious.
They would shoot the messenger,
not listen to the message. But now
people are gathering the intelligence
to judge a message without judging the
messenger. They are starting to judge
the teaching not the teacher. There is a
change coming.
My book the “Angel of God “tells the
story of my life and the persecution
against me. This article should now
make it clear that a choice of medicine
and medical treatment is necessary.
People should have the ability to choose
natural medicine and not be forced into
side effect rampant SINthetic drugs.
In order to buy to buy the book, please
visit www.desifm.net

My third movie was “Healer” the story
of a medical doctor who finds out that
being a healer is different from being
a Healer. He learns how to use the
healing power of his hands and mind
to help people.

Sometimes a private person buys one of
the SCIO devices and has a miraculous
cure in their perception. They foolishly
believe that they have freedom of
speech and can tell others of their
success. They do have freedom of
speech but not to deceive or embellish
events to others. We try to act on any
such action even though they are not
agents of the company. But as we all
know Smith and Wesson are not held
responsible for the actions of the
devices they sell.

Now after over fifty movies the
persecution grows against me. The fear
of the message makes the SINthetic

Are the cigarette companies responsible
for the fact that one third of all deaths
are associated with smoking? And

My second movie “Sworn on the Altar”
was the true story of how I was able
to register the acupuncture needle in
America. The FDA made up charges and
tried to stop me and the persecuted
me.
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regulatory agencies look past this
blatant murder of people by drug and
tobacco companies while the agents
are focusing on biofeedback natural
medicine and the lies and innuendos
about Desiré Dubounet.
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It is completely evident that the power of
money controls the regulatory industry.
Instead of attacking the real killers
of millions the drug and the tobacco
companies, they attack biofeedback
and homeopathy. This ludicrous absurd
farce makes the regulatory agencies like
the FDA the MHRA etc look like simple
babbling buffoons. They appear like
mindless puppets of the money behind
the murder of millions, SINthetic Drugs
and Tobacco. Murder of millions, all in
the name of money.

unsafe slow poison. The public see the
absurd mockery and travesty of justice,
and they lose trust in the government
and it’ regulatory industries. They see
wars started on lies, their children dying
in the name of a lie. They see politicians
paid to vote and influenced by lobby
groups of the rich SINthetic Drugs and
Tobacco. They read the paper everyday
of another drug hurting people. People
want a sense of justice, not to see
power and money using the system to
make profit.

SINthetic Drugs and Tobacco use the
power of their money to divert the
attention of the regulatory agencies
towards their competition the natural
medical industry. They go free to sell
more addictive, dependency causing

Evidence based medicine cost money,
this lead to investors, this lead to
corporations, this lead to the emphasis
on profit. Safety took a back seat. Years
go by and we later see the deaths and
damage from the SINthetic industry.
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But by now the financial power of
the drug and tobacco companies is so
great they can buy influence. They can
through the influence effect control on
the regulatory industry of the FDA, the
MRHA and others.
Back in the 80’s I attended a lecture
from David Kessler at the time the new
head of the FDA. He said his job was
to protect the people. He then said he
was the new sheriff and he would go
after the number one killer, tobacco. As
he tried he was slapped down, and told
to go after natural medicine instead. He
was devastated and resigned in shame.
He was unable to overcome the power
of the SINthetic Drugs and Tobacco
companies. Their power is worldwide
and their influence is murderously
pervasive.
Evidence based medicine is just a pass
word to let the power of the SINthetic
Drugs and Tobacco companies continue
their wrongful ways. The powers of
SINthetic Drugs and Tobacco are used
to find small minds of the regulatory
industry and use them against their
enemies. Anyone found attacking the
SINthetic Drugs and Tobacco will have
the small minded, petty, picayune,
regulatory agent barking at their door.
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These diminutive minds of the
regulators will make threats, persecute
and prosecute all who stand in the way
of the power of the SINthetic Drugs
and Tobacco companies. These small
minded petty agents are the buffoons
to the public, the bozo clowns who
are the junk yard dogs of the SINthetic

Drugs and Tobacco cartel. They twist
and contort to attack all who oppose
their masters, SINthetic Drugs and
Tobacco.
And the health of the public dwindles
as the cost of medicine goes through
the roof and the profits of the
SINthetic Drugs and Tobacco increase
dramatically. Anyone with the intellect
to see thru this farce, this sham, this
injustice will be attacked if he opens his
mouth to find the freedom of speech
to vocalize his dismay.
Because to the SINthetic Drugs and
Tobacco and their small minded army
of petty regulators, there is no freedom
of speech. There are only the whims of
SINthetic Drugs and Tobacco and the
Ultra Rich. Only the vision of the people
to see the power of SINthetic Drugs and
Tobacco can save us. But how can the
people see such things when the junk
yard dogs squelch attempts to educate
them.
To learn more see the Angel of God
books, and the movie and books the
Persecution of Dr. Nelson.
www.desifm.net
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The Special Law for the
Pharmaceutical Companies
In the real world of commerce, if a
company sells you something that
hurts somebody you can sue them
for damages. The Toyota cars killed
people, and they had to pay damages.
But the drug companies have a special
exemption to this liability. To sue them
for damages you must prove they knew
it would hurt before they sold it and
sold it anyway.
Just being hurt is not enough to get
damages. You must prove that they
knowingly sold a drug that could hurt.
This allows them to hurt people and
make massive profits and not be held
responsible for damages. But still they
are sued for damages in the multi
billions of dollars each year when
lawyers feel they have a case and can
possibly prove the company knowingly
sold a harmful substance.
If we change this law and hold them
responsible for all damages then the
world changes. There are an average
of 50 medications a year being taken
off the market. but very little is paid in
damges compared to the amount of
damage done. If we change this law and
hold them responsible for all damages
then the world changes.
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The Oath of Medicine

Doctors to please repeat after me.

REVISED OATH FOR DOCTORS
(c) Written and Administered by
Dr. Leo Rebello since 2003
This more comprehensive Oath was
drawn by Dr. Leo Rebello in 2003, since
Hippocrates Oath is now partly outdated
being centuries old. This revised Oath
has been widely circulated, accepted

and appreciated.
1st July is celebrated as Doctors’ Day all
over the world. The day usually passes
without a whimper. Many doctors
have forgotten their Hippocratic oath
or humanism. Therefore, I would like
to administer the following oath to
the doctors to serve as a reminder as
to how important is their profession.
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I, __________, do hereby swear on
this solemn day that:
• I shall NOT prescribe unnecessary
medicines and tests to my patients;
• I shall NOT give false counseling;
• I shall NOT overcharge and accept
cuts and gifts;
• I shall NOT rape tiny tots with
mercury laced inoculations or

vaccinations, for they pollute the
blood stream leading to serious
diseases like AIDS, Cancers, Autism,
etc;
• I shall NOT prescribe lethal drugs,
like anti-retrovirals, chemotherapy,
or give ECT to my patients;
• I shall NOT indulge in human organ
thefts to the detriment of my
patients;
• I shall NOT be afraid of any authority
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and fabricate medical records or
give false evidence;

caesarian section, silicon implant or
liposuction.

• I shall NOT exploit students studying
under me;

• I shall work to ban the useless and
cruel animal experiments in the
name of medicine.

• I shall NOT manipulate findings or
results to win grants.
I, __________, further solemnly affirm
that:
• If I cannot treat a disease, I shall not
say that AIDS, cancers, diabetes has
no cure. But will tell the patient to
try other systems of medicine.
• I shall treat health practitioners
of other systems with respect and
not tell deliberate lies to prove my
importance.
• I shall study Holistic healing
modalities to increase my knowledge
and wisdom.
• I shall not even by mistake say
that “HIV=AIDS=Death” or cancers
cannot be treated.
• I shall not frighten my patients with
unnecessary comments, opinions or
advice.
• I still remember what Hippocrates
said, namely, “Let diet be your
medicine” and shall accordingly
prescribe fresh fruits, vegetables
and good diet to my patients, rather
than tonics, syrups, synthetic multivitamins, especially to children.
• I shall NOT perform surgery, unless
it is absolutely must and will not
indulge in rackets like amniocentesis,

• I shall participate in periodic
workshops, seminars, conferences
at my expense or on scholarship (no
pharma funding) to educate myself
and speak from my conscience if I
am called upon to speak or preside.
• Finally, I shall not consume
alcohol, smoke tobacco, or take
other narcotic and psychotropic
substances. As far as possible, I
shall also not take animal proteins.
I realize and aver that a great
responsibility of people’s wellbeing is upon my shoulders and I
shall carry on my onerous task with
utmost dedication.
This I swear in the name of God on this
solemn Doctors’ Day and I shall repeat
this oath daily lest I forget that I am in
a divine profession to heal the world.
Oath written and administered by Dr.
Leo Rebello Director, Natural Health
Centre, Bombay.
Tel: (91-22) 28872741
E-mail:prof.leorebello@gmail.com
Website: www.healthwisdom.org
Now for a new Oath for health care
professionals, I have written this for
IMUNE, the Nelsonic Oath.
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awareness, enthusiasm in myself and
my patients. I will seek to understand
the complexity and individuality of
each patient, and explore their ease or
disease with body, mind, spirit, social
and environmental, the total holistic
interactions. It is better to teach a
person how to live healthy than make
them dependent on a drug.
I promise to care for and respect
my teachers, my pupils, myself, the
universal consciousness, the powers of
the mind, the society, the environment
of the planet earth, the family, the mind
body and spirit of myself, my peers, and
my patients. I care for the long term
health and welfare of all.

The New Oath of Medicine
The Modern Physician Oath
First Don’t Hurt: in the process of
treating a patient it is tempting to try
to use quick risky methods to abate
a symptom while compromising long
term safety. I realize that my job is to
restore, prolong, and encourage health,
not just ameliorate symptoms. Maturity
is the ability to see the consequences
of our acts. The more mature the more
into the future we can see.
I promise to try to balance symptom
reduction with mature vision of long
term health.
I promise to encourage enthusiasm
and maturity. I will seek to increase
wellness, before decreasing a disease. I
will seek to counsel for long term health
before rushing into diagnosis. I will try
to restore ease with education, lifestyle,

I promise to realize that an ounce of
prevention is worth a pound of cure.
Moderation is better than excess, and
that a good doctor must be a teacher. I
will encourage responsibility, maturity,
education, growth, for all concerns. I
will try to help my patients to change
the things they can change and
understand the slow path to recovery,
to accept the things they cannot change
with steadfast honor and finding what
joy they can on the path of life. And I
pledge to try to have and share the
wisdom to know, care and understand
the difference. All paths have some
pain all paths have some joy. Everybody
suffers. We suffer most when we desire
to have things different. We can reduce
suffering by accepting what we can
and changing what we can. And we
must pray for the wisdom to know the
difference.
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I promise to respect all rules and local
laws in practicing the art of healing. If
the rules are unjust I promise to help
to passively fight to change them.
I will work within my training and
background to help others within my
scope of practice. I promise to respect
all other practitioners who have or will
treat my patient and work to network
with them as best we can. I will always
be respectful of another medical
doctor’s advice and bond between
them and the patient. I will refer my
patient to other medical personal
whenever needed or possible. I respect
all others without condition, without
needing them to respect me. I swear on
the altar of God to oppose any tyranny
over the minds of men. In fifth grade
we are taught that the universe is made
of electrons, protons and other particle
that make up atoms, molecules, and
all real things. This science tells us
that all things of matter do not touch,
but instead interact thru their fields.
Everything is energetic fields which we
cannot directly perceive. Any and all
theories of existence are but illusions
and incomplete descriptions of what is.
So we must respect all such theories as
having some validity if not just validity
to the perceiver.
I pledge to respect people’s privacy,
confidentiality, and to not have bias
or prejudice for their religion, creed,
sexual identity, age, or color. I will try
to reduce suffering of people and
patients. When the former conflicts
with the latter I will try to weigh the
final outcome wisely and carefully

before acting.
I pledge to try to seek soft, simple,
safe, natural methods of healing and
first, and to only go to harsh, side
effect laden, risky, unnatural, SINthetic,
surgical, abortive, allopathic, palliative
methods when natural methods totally
fail. If I use such risky methods, I must,
educate the patient on the entire risks,
help limit their use to stop the risk
of dependency, I must monitor their
use to reduce side effects, teach the
patient how to reduce the harsh drugs
to restore health after their use, and
educate my patient how to reduce
the causes of disease and find natural
treatments.
I pledge to not cause addiction and
to try to set any patient free from
any addiction they might have and
allow them freedom to find happiness
without dependency. I realize that food
is the best medicine, moderation is
the best dose, and there is power in
the small and energetic. I will dedicate
my life and time to learn what I can
of nutrition, diet, juicing, cooking,
exercise, social networks, personal
and family counseling, biofeedback,
massage, bodywork, spiritual therapy,
energetic medicine, homeopathy,
aroma therapy, acupuncture, healing
hands, prayer and all true healing arts.
I will seek first to heal, second to care
with compassion, third to understand,
and then to profit enough to take care
of myself and my family.
I promise to keep humble and to charge
fees appropriate to the patient to gain
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his respect and concern while being
gracious and courteous. I will hold
people and patients over profit and
paper. I recognize that I can never know
or totally understand and that there is
a universal consciousness beyond mind
that needs respect. Whether you call
it nature, Universal mind, collective
unconscious, God, Allah, Great Spirit,
synchronicity, subspace, prayer or any
term I recognize I must be humble but
confident, respectful yet dynamic.
I will try to
Reduce and educate the causes of
disease,
Try to restore health and vitality to the
organs weakened by the causes,
Try to unblock all blockages to the flow
of life energies, air, food, circulation,
nerve energy, acupuncture energy,
psychological interaction or any other
blockage.
I will fully and faithfully try to reduce
symptoms naturally before resorting to
any harsh or unnatural method.
I will address any metabolic typing,
constitutional tendency or individual
difference.
I will respect that all things change
and life has a series of losses. There is
growth and loss of innocence, loss of
childhood, divorce, loss of a job, loss
of a loved one, loss of opportunity,
bankruptcies, even loss of a sporting
event. Nobody always wins and
everybody eventually dies. There is the
reality of death. All have some regrets.
Everybody suffers.

I pledge to respect such loss and
help those who remain to cope and
restore some happiness, and deal with
pain and suffering constructively not
destructively. And when I face my own
hurts and ultimate losses.

them they will succeed.

statistics has led to a loss of safety.

To start with know the dangers of a
SINthetic world. Pass this book onto
others.

I will try to look back on a life of growth,
grace, wellness, balance, intellect, joy,
sharing, caring, inspiration awareness
and enthusiasm. And to know that I
did what I could to help others towards
health to spiral upwards with wellness
not dependency, side effects, and a
spiral down of cover-ups, sedation,
unnatural symptom reduction.

Major Problems of Modern
Medicine

I will remember that I lived and loved
life and respected others and respected
nature. I hope that others will be
healthier just because they remember
my life of healing. To these pledges and
promises I vow to hold true.

3. Allopathy is a wrong answer, we
need to be more holistic and look at
the overall risks to help people.

______________________
signed

So in conclusion
We see that greed, impatience,
reductionism, immaturity, addiction,
ignorance, dependence and let’s say
greed again have lead to the fantastic
profits and vastness of the SINthetic
chemical world.
This is a choice and people are free to
make choices. Or are they for now the
chemical companies have employed
small minded geeks of regulatory
agencies all over the world to attack
alternative medicine with paper work
and to systematically remove natural
medicine for the world. If we don’t stop
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1. Profit over people greed has gone
unchecked.
2. Mistake of SINthetic chemicals, we
now know that the SINthetic drugs
cause more disease than they cure,
and they are incompatible with the
body, Nature knows better.

4. Big Tobacco, Big Sugar, Big Pharma
are all unchecked and their money
controls the process, they hire the
little minds of the regulatory geeks
to attack any that threaten them.
And the FDA look the other way as
Big Tobacco, Big Sugar, Big Pharma
kill and injure vast millions.
5. The wrong use of reductionistic

6. There is no Health Care, just Disease
Care as nobody is made healthier
in the system, just symptoms are
abated and side effects spiral down
the system.
7. There is a lack of truly modern
science in “Modern Medicine” as
they cling to antiquated chemical
views and reductionistic science and
resist ideas of quantum, electrical
philosophies of the body, or of the
powers of the mind.
8. Massive monies are spent on an
inaccurate system of diagnosis (30%
accurate by AMA statistics). 80%of
the multi trillion dollar medical
budget is spent on wasted diagnosis
to guide the next pharmaceutical
and nobody builds responsibility, or
education, or simple health care into
the system. Has nobody watched
“You are What You Eat or the Diet
Doctor”.
9. The costs are spiraling out of
control, this massive debt and cost
is crippling.
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Solutions
1. Big Tobacco, Big Sugar, Big Pharma
must be removed from their
controlling position and limit the
lobby groups control of legislation.
2. Quit attacking new minds that have
solutions but threaten Big Tobacco,
Big Sugar, Big Pharma for they are
the real bad guys.
3. Emphasize Health in Health Care,
emphasize responsibility, education.
4. Stop the overuse of dextrose, and
switch to fructose.
5. Stop bad oil use and switch to good
oils.
6. Stop the 19 out of 20 significance
hold and allow fractal non-linear
systems of statistics to be used.
7. Insurance should be triple or more
for those that smoke, eat, drink,
stress and risk excessively. Insurance
companies have the statistics and
the cost of these addictions and
behaviors should not be borne by
the population of healthy people
but should be on the shoulders of
the addicts.

compassion, understanding, diet,
exercise, and basic health. These
should be Registered Wellness
Consultants (RWC).
11.If we truly CARE for people not for
profit the cost will come down and
the health will go up. Society will
benefit by immeasurable ways.
These are simple techniques that all
could be done easily. There is one thing
more powerful than all the armies of
the world. It is an idea whose time has
come. Who of you could help get these
ideas out to the masses.

Problems with Alternative
Medicine

Modern Medicine is about 35% it is
still needed in times of progressive
and possible disabilitating diseases.
Alternative Medicine can build-up
false hopes while capitalizing on the
dramatic failures of the drug and cut
them approach. If the only tool you have
is a hammer, you will treat everything
as if it is a nail. So the surgeon always
want to cut, the drug doctor has a pill
for everything.
But if the only tool you have is a placebo,
a pill made on an illegal fake sham
homeopathic duplicator device, then
you will treat everything as if it were an
illusion or a dream. Many homeopaths
never use a real homeopathic they
are sold devices that have no validity

and falsely make a sugar pill’s energy
enhanced. These Alternative Medical
people are mostly math-phobic and
cannot really understand when they
are being sold something that is not
really tested. They do not know how
to evaluate a study from opinion, test
group or dbl blind. A man in America
traveled selling a little device that when
you rolled a hundred dollar bill into
it out came two. He sold thousands
before someone would stop him for
the con artist he was.
Alternative medicine has many many
charlatans, fakers, liars, backstabbers,
and frauds. These people are the ones
who hate me the most. For I have spent
my life doing statistics, math, testing,

There is an emphasis on Safety in
Alternative Medicine, but there is most
often an anything-can-go air as long
as you don’t hurt anyone. But people
can be hurt by not getting proper care,
or delaying a proper diagnosis. Even
though the accuracy of diagnosis in

8. Allow more modern systems of safe
electrical biofeedback to educate
and de-stress people.
9. Look at the philosophy of medicine
and compare the Dr. Nelson and
Hans Selye system to the present
one.
10.Make a new group of care givers
to detect early signs of disease and
educate and consul stress reduction,
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validation, research, compliance etc.
and these frauds have faked charges
against me.
Multi-level companies hype things at
high prices to get down level sales and
often dupe people into buying what
they do not need. And the biggest rip
off is muscle testing. Rather than use a
constant weight as a test, the muscle
tester pushes on the client arm or other
area, and detects muscular strength.
Then he puts the item for sale onto
the client’s stomach or other area and
retests.

The point probe acupuncture devices
for medication testing are the same.
The point probe user varies the speed
of delivery on the point of his probe. In
fast for a higher reading, slower for a
low reading.
The results are the same in both
muscle tests and point probes; the
therapist controls the outcome 100%.
Sometimes unconsciously but always
the therapist is in control. He lies to the
client saying I am going to test you now,
then he laughs as he sell you a vitamin
off the shelf.

The weak muscle is now strong, the
strong muscle is now weak, and the
magic act is complete. The client says you
used a different pressure, the magician
or therapist says your wrong I used the
same pressure. When measured the
pressure varies wildly the therapist is
quite openly and flagrantly lying thru
his teeth when he says the pressure is
the same. This smiling buffoon lies to
his client to sell something or to affect
the client in some way. Alternative
Medicine is weakened and betrayed at
every use of the muscle test.

Proof Muscle testing is a Sham
All scientific tests of muscle testing
show it to be a sham. It has failed every
dbl blind test miserably. The muscle
tester will spout against this remark
and promise to send you a dbl blind
test tomorrow. And this time, that
tomorrow never comes. Muscle testing
is suggestibility, hypnosis, chicanery
and fraudulent.
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Homeopathy has several myths that
prevent it from success.
1. Homeopathy is all like treating like,
everything is a reversal of action.
According to the Ardnt Schultz law
of Pharmacology whatever action a
poison has in a large dose, it will have
reverse effects in a very small dose.
So homeopathy of poisons such as
venoms, belladonna, causticum, etc
will have reversal effects. But this only
applies to poisons. Substances like
Euphrasia (Eye-Bright) are not reversal.
The indications for the herb are the
same for the homeopathic. 75% of the
Homeopathic Pharmacopeia has herbal
remedies with the same indications of
use for the herb or tincture as the dilute
homeopathic. Most Homeopathy is not
reversal of action.
2. Homeopathy has no substance. The
Pharmacopeia list thousands of items
with where mother tincture or less that
6x remedies with lots of substances are
involved. Homeopathy and Herbology
are more or less the same in many ways.
The separations are the misgivings of
an over anal retentive mind.
3. Homeopathy is illegal and fraudulent.
The FDA in America was started y a
Homeopath to save homeopathy and
still does. Homeopathy is legal and
protected in Europe, Canada, America
and elsewhere.
4. You can make all your Homeopathics
with a duplicator. Most of these systems
are fraudulent and the only true active
ingredient is placebo and the mind of
the therapist. They are all unreliable

and are for emergency use only.
5. There is no need for studies they are
time consuming and expensive. Studies
and research are essential for quality
and protection of peoples’ health and
income.
So with these and other myths
Homeopathy is prohibited from real
growth by a lack of appreciation for
technology and science. It is attacked
by the main stream medical profession
and is a targeted for destruction. Till
science and statistics can be brought
into homeopathy we cannot expect
much improvement.
But the egos of the math-phobic leaders
of homeopathy are still a barrier to
real success. Homeopathy needs to
embrace its partners not reject them.

The Story of...
William Nelson or Desiré D. Dubounet
as most know her, is a legend in her own
time. With over 60 books on medicine,
over 200 medical articles published in
peer reviewed medical ISSN journals,
over 35 movies, three 24/7 TV channels,
2 radio stations, and a host of other
publications, Desiré is one of the most
important and influential persons of
the new age.
The courage to stand up and prove that
all synthetic drugs are incompatible
with the human body. The intrepid
pluck resolution to let the big head
choose her sex not the little head’s
presence. Desiré is one of the most
courageous people alive today.
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It is a constant battle against the small
and petty minds to fight for freedom
and awareness. A modern day warrior
fighting for rationality in an ever
increasingly stupid and judgmental
world, Desiré fights on against all who
live in false belief. False beliefs are the
hardest to release.
With over 5 patents, 10 trademarks,
thousands of copyrights, and a host
of other leading edge changes to
help natural medicine, Desiré is now
a Professor Emeritus of Medicine at
the International Medical University.
IMUNE is Registered in the British Virgin
Is. And the Isle of Mann, accredited
internationally, recognized by the U.N.
and the E.C. there are IMUNE offices in
Switzerland, Mexico City, Beijing and
Romania.
Desiré won the Beethoven prize for
intellectualism in 1990. The Who’s Who
man of the year in 1991, and women
of the year in 2001. Doctorate degrees
in Medicine, Counseling, Acupuncture,
Homeopathy, Naturopathy, Corporate
Wellness, International Law, and
Quantum
Physics
and
Biology
constitute just some of her educational
experience.

She personally made homeopathy legal
in Hungary. She is known as the father
of modern Homeopathy in Pakistan.
She is known as the mother of
current Superlearning. She personally
registered the acupuncture needles as
medical equipment in the USA. Made
patents in homeopathy in the USA and
Ireland. She has been nominated for
the Nobel prize in medicine over ten
times. Dr. Bill Nelson was proclaimed
the greatest intellectual of the 20th
century. But now Desiré is eclipsing and
displaying greater genius.
Desiré has developed a new and
exciting style of movie making that
has Hollywood shaking in fear. Her
Intellectual Angel Movies are a fantastic
unprecedented and inventive style
of movie aimed at the sophisticated
intelligent audience. Desiré has the
courage and fortitude to make over

Desiré was licensed to treat and
diagnoses patients in Ohio, and is now
licensed internationally as a medical
doctor.
She has directed produced, written
and stared in over thirty movies. Desiré
established the proof of homeopathy
in the USA.
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35 movies that challenge the system
and the powers of big money. She has
defined and elucidated the evil of the
Illuminatti in her movies. As Einstein
once said “great spirits get incredible
resistance from mediocre minds”.
Judging from the petty trivial critiques
and biased twisted criticisms it can
be said that Desiré must be one great
spirit. Her courage, intrepid spirit and
clarity of mind are legendary.
Desiré was awarded the first prize in
a contest of Cardiologists in Florida
in 1989. Medical Doctor of the year
in 2003, and voted best Healer of the
year in 2005. Often called the most
eminent Doctor and Naturopath alive
today. She has become the world’s
most famous expert on Natural and
Energetic medicine. The story goes on
and on this is just a brief set of the ever
growing legend and saga of Desiré D.
Dubounet.
As Desiré says the past is not, real the
resume is just an illusion. The power of
the mind must stand on it’s own. The
petty mind can come at you from any
angle and the only defense is steadfast
dedication to the truth. When you read
or watch her scientific journals, clinical
studies, advanced scientific papers,
medical discussions, philosophical
essays, social themes, and intellectual
movies you can see a world class genius.
Petty minds will say that it is too good
to be true, well Desiré is so true to be
good.
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To get more information, visit the
websites listed below:

www.theangelofgod.com
www.leftv.com
www.tmttv.com
www.desifm.net
www.imune.net
www.changetheworldproductions.com
www.qxsubspace.com
There are major problems with the
Alternative Health care industry. Mathphobia makes the natural therapists
not keen to do statistics, and no one
wants to fund it. The lack of good math
skills and statistics means that many
therapies are launched without real
investigation. There is a lack of good
education and good teachers. IMUNE
has tried to standardize some good
education in producing it’s Wellness
Doctorate course. Somewhere in
between the extremes of evidence
(profit) medicine, and Natural (airy
fairy) medicine in an answer waiting
for us all. First we need to get profit out
of medicine. People first, profit later,
much later.
So as you read this book and see the
dangers of evidenced based medicine
you might get angry, you might get
annoyed, you might get exasperated.
You might give this book to a friend
or relative. They might pat you on the
head and say something like, We don’t
need to change.
Well it’s the best system we got, the
system will work itself out, doctors are
doing their best, there is not enough
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land to grow medications, or another
sentence of mindless evasive drool that
allows them to disregard the damages
done by evidence driven medicine.
At first you might wonder how they
could not be touched. Then just ask
them a simple question. How much
drug company stock do they or their
family own? You will find that anyone
without a conflict of interest will join
your anger.
Those with something to lose will
find the rising death toll of drugs just
a hallmark of their profits. Their mind
can justify or rationalize the burning of
babies if it means more profits. Some
of us care about people. Some care
about money. Some just don’t care.
As for me they attack me violently.
They try anything they can to stop this
publication of these ideas. But as a
warrior and angel I must fight on.
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Proof that Muscle Testing and
Applied Kinesiology cannot test
your reaction to vitamins or
medications

He tested her and she went weak when
thinking of her husband who she loved.
This he said was evidence that she did
not really love him.

Chiropractic Colleges and State
Licensing Boards cannot act on the
data. After over forty years of research
they all know that muscle testing for
medications, emotions, supplements,
personality does not work. They all
know that the tester changes the
pressure subtly to affect the result. It
does not measure that patient in any
fashion. The therapist controls the
results.

There are indeed millions of
chiropractors,
naturopaths,
cupuncturists, and other alternative
artists practicing the con art of muscle
testing for emotions and medications.
There are millions of lay people doing
the same. There is a need for someone
to be able to test evidence beyond
placebo, and tell people the truth. If
the muscle testers would just say “I am
going to touch you and MY intuition
will tell if you need something”, but
instead they want to lie and say “I am
going to test your body and your body

I have seen muscle testing used by a
licensed chiropractor to break up a
marriage to get the wife to be with him.
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will tell me if you need something”.
The therapist controls the result 100%,
through suggestion and or subtle
change of pressure, direction, or speed
of delivery.
Proof that Muscle Testing and Applied
Kinesiology cannot test your reaction
to vitamins or medications
1. No double blind study has ever
shown it valid where thousands of
studies have shown that it is only
the therapist affecting the results.
2. The therapist do not use a constant
weight or force
3. When measured, the therapist
changes the amount of force greatly.
4. When the therapist does not know
what he is testing he cannot get
results
5. The therapist attack the messengers

who tell the world of their fraud,
they deny the fraud to the public
and laugh later because they really
do change the pressure while testing
Muscle testing to sell nutritional
supplements is the biggest con game
in the world today. There are many
problems of the SINthetic evidence
based way and the flim flam muscle
testers, classic homeopaths, and mathphobic alternative doctors.
This puts stress on alternative doctors
trying to do statistics, and registration
and trying to find a way to help natural
medicine get to the people in real
science and real research. I have been
hated by both extremes and persecuted
and prosecuted by the extremes.
Perhaps someday people will respect
my work and realize that when a man
sees a wrong and does not correct it he
is not a man.
There is a need for evidence research.
There is a need for science to test
things and not let them develop out
of control and let people be deceived
by charlatans. Some years ago the
Papini device killed people in Seattle.
An unregistered experimental medical
device the Papini shot a lightning bolt
into the patient. This was intolerable,
and because they saw a picture of me
standing next to the Papini device at a
seminar in Bahamas, I was classified a
risk and a charlatan.
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Too bad the picture of me wasn’t video
with sound. You could have heard me
saying “What the FUCK is this shit doing

here?!!!” pardon my French. I offered
to help do studies for the company to
get the device safe and effective, but
they said no, they were only interested
in sales.
We need protection from these liars
and cheats who project their lies onto
others, like me.We need evidence.
People should not be duped by a muscle
tester to buy vitamins they do not need.
Foods are our best medicines.
We need science. We need humility.
We need compassion. And we need
mathematics. So somewhere in the
middle path of these two extremes, you
will find me and perhaps truth. When
we find a plant that has medical effects,
we could grow it, and make it better
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with natural not genetic modifications.
We don’t need to SINthesize everything
for the patent profits. We can grow our
medicines as well as our foods. And use
harsh SINthetics in emergencies when
natural fail. There is a time for all things
under heaven.
This book is dedicated to the middle
path of using statistics and science but
not as our God, but as our guide. First
don’t hurt, but second try to help as
best you can and not lie to the patients.
Recently a group of researchers in
India have developed a new rice that
is cooked at low temperature. This
reduces fire and heat, thus reduces
global warming. And this discovery was
not a genetic modification but natural
hybridization. Man and nature working
togther, not as enemies. Man has in the
past seen bacteria, fungus, pests as his
enemies.
They are our friends that sometimes
become opportunistic. We do not have

the technology to make chemicals
compatible with nature. We do not
understand the electron quantic
energy enough.People in Alternative
Medicine always whine about the
drug companies, the evidence based
medicine damages.
The modern doctors whine about the
airy fairy Alternative Medical people.
Neither want to see the faws in their
own camp they want to focus on the
other. But to progress we must disband
muscle testing for medications, fully
test side effects of drugs not just actions,
allow legal protection of natural remedy
formulations, encourage electrical
medicine, natural medicine, educate
people about bad sugars and bad oils,
stop the sale of cigarettes that in any
form might be used by a minor. Make
a 2 year jail penalty for anyone who
allows a minor to smoke and become
addictive, we must stop conflicts of
inerest and money from controlling our
medicine.
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Biofeedback in America
and the Persecution of
Desiré
In America a new rule allows for easier
sale of biofeedback units that came
into force last June 6th. Under this new
law it makes the sale of Indigo and SCIO
possible in America as biofeedback
units. SCIO has the additional benefit
of the 1989 510k, and a history that
draws controversy.
The 1989 510k allows for the device
to measure on the skin volts, amps,
resistance, frequency and temperature.
To measure resistance we must send
in a Voltammetric signal. This is all for
EMG muscle reeducation and stress
reduction purposes. I talked to an FDA
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official who said our device is registered
for muscle education. I said we use
it with sport people to educate their
muscles. (In China the word for sport
is TU which means education of the
muscles) the FDA official said “What
does sport have to do with muscles?”
this is like asking what does swimming
have to do with water, what does golf
have to do with golf clubs. It is a good
thing she is not in charge of the next
Olympics.
She did not know what fuzzy logic
numbers were. And her math knowledge
was so little she thought Descartes is
the thing you put before de-horse. She
was obviously Not the brightest crayon
in the box and most FDA agents are not
known for their superlative intellectual
skills. Most FDA employees think the
Muppets sing their own music, a makeup test is about use of eyeliner, lipstick
and mascara and most think that Meow
Mix is a CD for cats.
You see there is a profound lack of
intellect with the FDA in America and it
seems that FDA stands for Fucking Dumb
Assholes at times. The FDA agents are
mostly all mindless anal retentive ass
kissers who are over fastidious to obey
orders. Who else would take such a job
filled with anal retentive bureaucracy
and such incredible hypocrisy? There
was a national crisis when five hundred
FDA agents were gathered in an
auditorium and told to obey the FDA
head and he stumbled on the stage hit
his toe and shouted “SHIT”. The cleanup
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of the toxic spill is still a heated form of
discussion.
In 1989 the FDA asked what does
your device do? I answered the device
measures on the skin volts, amps,
resistance, frequency and temperature.
To measure resistance we must send in
a Voltammetric signal. This is all in a
cybernetic loop of measure VA output,
send in VA input, repeat. They said
great and registered it in 1989. How
it was used was not the jurisdiction
of the FDA. The FDA is to supervise
manufacturer quality and claims. The
practice of medicine is not a federal
issue but a state issue, and biofeedback
is unregulated in all states. But as time
goes by the FDA exceed their authority
and against federal law they try to
control the practice of medicine. If they
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succeed in this completely there will
be absolute standards for any medical
illness and your child with a runny nose
will have to take an antibiotic.
An example of off label use is
Robitussin. Robitussin is designed
and registered as a cough medicine
as it reduces mucous. Some women
with excess cervical mucus cannot get
pregnant and by taking Robitussin they
reduce mucous and have a chance at
pregnancy. Robitussin does not claim
this but a Dr. can make a prescription
for Robitussin to someone trying to
get pregnant. The company and their
paid representatives cannot say this
but an off label claim can be made by
therapists.
In Mexico they don’t care, you can
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even put such claims on the bottle and
call it Ya Wanna HaveaBabyTussin if you
want. Of course I should talk, when as
a blonde my idea of safe sex is locking
the car doors. Well each of us has our
own little problems. I believe in the
collective unconscious because I am
Jung at heart.
The FDA now tries to juristic over the
practice of medicine and supervises
all claims. This means control over the
freedom of speech (first Amendment
remember). When the average FDA
employee has a bachelor of business
degree and their intelligence level is
in question. Two FDA employees find
a mirror on the sidewalk. The first
FDA employee picks it up, looks into
it, and says, "Hey, I know this person!
I've seen her somewhere before." The
second FDA employee takes the mirror,
looks into it, and says, "Duh! Of course
you have – it’s a picture of me your
coworker!" Believe me these people
are dumb, they would try to drown a
fish. Manipulation of excess rules so
they are the kind of people to wake up
a patient to give them a sleeping pill or
use a ruler to see how long a patient
slept and trip over a wireless phone
doing it. They follow inane rules like
staring at an orange juice carton every
morning for an hour because it says
"concentrate".
An agency that lets Big Tobacco and
Big Pharma make addicts, servants and
kill multi millions indiscriminately, is
worried about biofeedback claims of

subtle energy. Stupidity and Ignorance
and Anal Retention at such a high
level they can’t keep chairs in the FDA
because they get swept up agents
asses. They have the highest level of
turn over because of the demeaning
illogical hypocritical upper level staff
and when the escalator broke it took
the emergency staff five hours to get
the FDA agents off. And there is a sign
out front that says “FDA - LEFT” so most
of the agents went home.
Please watch the off label use claims
in America. The FDA is stupidly
over cautious. This is like torture
and questioning the horse after the
barn door is stolen. And they are
over fastidious about biofeedback
kindergarten milk money, while the Big
Tobacco and Big Pharma perpetrate
the new Hitler like Holocaust ruthlessly
murdering masses for profit under the
dimwitted FDA nose.
In Europe our CE mark is much
grander. We can claim to measure
EEG, EMG, ECG, GSR and then make
a response with a MCES (Microcurrent Encephalic Stimulus), MENS
(Micro-current Transcutaneous Electro
Nerval Stimulation for Pain), TVEP
(Transcutaneous Voltammetric Evoked
Potential for reactivity to VA signals of
sarcodes, isodes, allersodes, nosodes,
and classical compounds), VARHOPE
correction of redox potential for
Hydration, Oxygenation, Wattage and
Ph, and EWH (Electro Wound / Trauma
Healing). Europe has given us the chance
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to add claims of treating depression,
addiction, insomnia, anxiety, attention
disorders, learning difficulty, sport
injuries, sport performance and many
more. Imagine now you can publically
say that this SCIO can be used to help
treat ADD (Attention Deficit Disorders).
The sky is the limit.
Very excellent congratulations to all
involved. And since the CE mark is the
basis of Africa, Mexico, Korea, China
and other registrations the success is
manifest. The SCIO now has 20 wave
functions and the big difference is in
the software face of functions. Bigger
things are happening and the future is
very bright, but there is a problem.
In America we meet with resistance

of ignorance. The FDA writes they are
unaware of any biofeedback unit for
detection and reduction of stress. They
are unaware of any biofeedback unit
used in muscle tension disorder.

FDA Failures
The FDA is challenging the limits
of stupidity. This shows a blanket
ignorance of just plain ignoring their
own guidelines, reading the web pages
of the many FDA registered devices, or
just plain ignorance of common sense.
The FDA agent told us that “everyone
knows that stress reduction benefits
all diseases, but you will have a hard
time convincing the FDA of that”. With
people in the US senate saying there
is no such thing as energy in the body,
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there is a blanket of ignorance. What
are the FDA agent’s best five years?
The Fourth grade.
The FDA actually insisted on a hairdryer
warning: Do not use while sleeping.
(darn, and that's the only time I have to
work on my hair).
The FDA insisted Infant Cough
Medicine’s label say:"Do not drive a
car or operate machinery after taking
this medication." (We could do a lot
to reduce the rate of construction
accidents if we could just get those
5-year-olds with head-colds off those
forklifts.)
On Nytol Sleep Aid the FDA mandated:
"Warning: May cause drowsiness."
(and...I'm taking this because???.....)
On a medical biofeedback device the
FDA insisted the label: "Not to be used

for the other use." (dumb , dumber,
more dumber, most dumbiestiest.)
On Sunsbury's peanuts: "Warning:
contains nuts." (talk about a news
flash!)
On a child's superman costume:
"Wearing of this garment does not
enable you to fly."
On a chainsaw: "Do not attempt to stop
chain with your hands or genitals."
(..was there a lot of this happening
somewhere?)
On an American Airlines packet of nuts:
"Instructions: Open packet, eat nuts."
(Step 3: maybe, uh...fly walk instead?)
On
Tiramisu dessert (printed on
bottom): "Do not turn upside down."
(well...duh, a bit late, huh)!
On Bread Pudding: "Product will
be hot after heating." (...and you
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thought????..)

doctor.

Statistically, medical doctors are
approximately 9,000 times more
dangerous than gun owners.

Please alert your friends to this
alarming threat immediately. We must
ban doctors before this gets completely
out of hand!

Remember, "Guns don't kill people,
medical doctors do."
FACT: Not everyone has a gun, but
almost everyone has at least one

Note: Out of concern for the public at
large, the statistics on lawyers have
been withheld for fear the shock would
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cause people to panic and seek medical
attention.
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The FDA writes that it is inappropriate to
use words like subtle energy measures.
Our muscles operate as magnets, this
is an energy. The energy is beneath
our awareness, this means it is subtle.
We measure the subtle energy and
we defend our right to do so. Even
though the FDA intellect is so low we
hear jokes like = What do a FDA agent
and a sperm have in common? Both
have about a one in 3 million chance of
becoming a thinking human being. OR

Why did the post office recall the new
FDA stamps? People couldn't lick them
because of health risks.
We are fighting this ignorance. But be
advised that we are legal in America
and must play by the rules. And there
are Americans that still think they
are the world when only one person
in 25 lives in America. Where each
American owes the Federal Reserve
and China well over 100,000 dollars
based on America national debt. What
do you call a lawyer who has gone bad?
Senator. And a Senator that has gone
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evidence based medicine book to see
more. I have always had the respect for
law and compliance with regulations
in every aspect. But there are those
that hate me for finding a way to save

bad is called rich, filthy rich, or at least
just filthy.
The Federal Reserve is no more federal
than federal express. They made a
world record profit last year of over
500 billion dollars, and no one knows
who owns the Federal Reserve. And
they are not examined, audited nor do
they need to report anything to the US
people or government. America is in
trouble with many things and we hope
that they can solve their problems
with new leadership. The focus is as
always on me. They fear my power
and intellect. My new books on natural
medicine will help many more people.
And after Karen (my ex-wife) and
Ryan had a seminar in the Bahamas

years ago there was a picture of me
next to the Papini device. An untested
investigational device sold in America
that killed 12 people. The fervor in
America is that I was involved with the
device because of the picture. Nobody
knew that when the picture was taken
I was shouting “What the FUCK is this
garbage doing here?” Karen was so
dumb she once sold her only car for gas
money, really. There are many charlatan
devices sold around the world. We fired
John Kelsey because he refused to help
stop the Russian frauds of the Oberion
and Introspect. John was so dense there
was lightning and he thought someone
was taking his picture. John got an
AM radio. And it took him a month to
realize he could play it at night. Read my
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a drugless art like energetic medicine.
I hope the FDA people read this and I
know how to keep them in suspense.
I’ll tell you tomorrow.
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Failure of Alternative
Medicine

Letter to John about the problem
of fraud in alternative medicine
So finally John we have the crux of the
problem, the Introspect, the Oberon,
whatever Russian device the charlatan
frauds are selling this week. You see
we measured the Russian devices,
and there is No NO NO NO electrical
connection to the body, and yet they
claim there is, this is FRAUD. There is no
evidence that they can send in a signal
of some an anatomy part and measure
your reaction to it. No electron,
photon, sound or science. You want to
stupidly smile look the other way and
let doctors lose their licenses and their
lives because the Russian pay such
large percentage of sales commissions.
They can because their devices are not
CE registered hence illegal, not fully
tested (this costs money) and they are
completely fraudulent, deceitful and
bogus. There are no registrations and
no electrical or scientific interface with
the body human. You say you use one
of these devices regularly and this is
the THE THE reason we are firing you.
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We will tell the MHRA you use this
device, we will tell them of your lecture
on cancer to a European audience. The
tightening of your anal sphincter right
now is because perhaps you are afraid,
NOW. You know the truth but cannot
admit it. You are not afraid to be in a
seminar where the device is shown,
discussed, marketed and sold. But
when we want to tell the authorities

about a device that is so fraudulently
marketed and you personally use it
as you have admitted in your e-mail,
now you might understand. Or maybe
greed over the large commission they
pay might still sway your mind. This is
the problem. Perhaps the MHRA can
educate you on the law of what and
how devices can be used on a member
of the English community. Believe me
they will not understand the fraudulent
con man science the Russian devices
use to trick people into buying and or
using one.
Sale and use of these fraudulent,
incompetent, bogus, illogical, deceitful,
illegitimate, unlawful and illegal
devices is prohibited. And the sale and
promotion of such devices is very bad
business. Our society has said that no
un-researched, unproven, charlatan
device can be sold to a witless public
who might believe stories of grandeur,
deceit, and pretense beyond belief.
This is the Russian devices in question.
If they do not have a CE mark as a
medical device they are illegal to use
medically or to be sold as medical
equipment. Your stupid, incompetent,
foolish, and ignorant ways has resulted
in two actions. One your incompetency
has resulted in your dismissal, and
two your stupidity has resulted in our
turning over the case of your introspect
to the MHRA who will investigate your
illegal use and illegal claims. They I
am confident they might finally break
down the stupid, brainless, dim-witted
resistance you have and perhaps they
can teach you the value of a CE mark.
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its use.

They will ask some serious questions
about your Russian devices. They can
help you to understand science and
legality. We seemingly cannot penetrate
your obstinate dug in stupidity.
You might use such a non registered
device if there is an official study or
credentialed investigation. A proper
ethics committee, informed consent
for all use, a real explanation of the
science is needed. There is none of this
with the Russian devices. There are just
false exaggerative claims and deceitful
sales presentations and the appearance
of working when in fact the claims they
make on how it works are fraudulent.
There is no legal claim for use or sale
of these illegal devices. There are only
stories of how it seems to work from
people who get commissions for the
sale, or stories from people who have
been duped into believing the mindless
drool of fables, myths and folklore over

The field of alternative medicine is
faced with tough times, we must put
our money where our mouth is, prove
and spend the money to prove what
we say. We must see the attack on
alternative medicine and not be drawn
into defense of fraud and con men,
But defend good science. The Russian
devices do not have good science, I
have found no science at all. They are
fraudulent charlatans who will tell any
story that a thoughtless sap like you
might believe. A foolish, uneducated,
stupid, witless, just plain dumb fool
like you will see money before law. If
there is no real CE mark as a medical
device stay away or you are fired from
IMUNE. A donkey will dig in his heels
and resist logic. A stubborn witless
fool will refuse to accept the truth. A
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cheap fool and stupid idiot cannot see
the truth if money is in the way. An
asshole as such was never worthy of
a commission in IMUNE. I am sorry to
ever have hired such an incompetent
fool in the first place. Dig you heels into

the Russian shit and enjoy the smell
of illegal folly. Your choice of who to
defend is implausible and questions
your intellect and mental capacity. I
hope the Russian mindless drool is in
some way compensation for the loss
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you have now occurred. The Russian
devices are shit and those such as you
who support them are less.
This conflict in Romania starts when I
was asked to do a lecture in Romania
some years ago. There were some very
intelligent young medical doctors who
saw my lecture. I lectured for one whole
day and because these doctors knew
what a volt was I went into great detail
on the electrical aspects of our device
and also said that the subspace use
was very small in effect and was an off
use not a company claim. I was asked
about the Russian devices and One of
the doctors in attendance did not like
my answer about the lack of science.
She used the Russian devices every day

and was shocked at my answer. The
fact that she had and continues to sell
these devices led her to form cognitive
dissonance and hate me rather than
see the truth.

had no changing inputs, and nothing
was measured. It just appeared to
work. I read the so-called research and
as an expert I can tell you it is mindless
rambling and offers no proof of any of
their claims.

But the next day the Russian doctor
would lecture on how his device
worked and I told the doctors to ask
the following questions, What does
the device use for inputs?, What is the
science behind these inputs?, What is
the device then measuring the change
of? Is it measuring electrons, photons,
sound, or what? How is it measuring?
Your device says that an organ part is
weak, how do you determine this? How
did you verify this? We researched the
device and we were able to prove it

After the next day the young doctors
came to me with their mouths open they
said OH MY GOD the Russian doctor did
not answer a single scientific question.
He only gave us goodbye look pseudo
science. It was as I had said complete
and utter chicanery, and an absolute
fraud. These Romanian doctors now
are the ones most opposed to seminars
where companies like Calivita allow
the Russian devices and other illegal
products to be illegally marketed. And
the one doctor who got money for
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the sale she has since been my worst
enemy for she is unable to admit she
was fooled. You John and Thomas and
many others are blind the truth of
these Russian devices. With alternative
medicine fate in the balance, we need
to be careful and stop being fooled by
stories and promises.
You see in the real world you need to
have some answers for the questions
of how it works to know your adrenals
are weak. But in the airy fairy world
of the unintelligent asinine alternative
medicine community, you just need a
story, sleight of hand, a few mirrors,
and a lecture where real scientists
can’t attend. The Romanian doctors
told me that when they really listened
and asked questions they saw he did
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not know. He did not know what an
electron was. Romania is one of the
few places where they can sell such
sham devices. Where people running
lectures don’t seem to care or know
about European rules or regulations, or
even know just good common sense of
what works or what doesn’t.
We must be straight and forthright.
We must not be guilty of association
with such blatantly illegal and nonscientific devices. If we are too quick to

allow our good name to be associated
with lying scoundrels like the Russian
devices we might be seen to be the
same scoundrels they are. The line
must be drawn. The CE mark or some
rational legal use of same is the
line. We will not be associated with
devices or products that use false or
irregular claims to make money from
an unprotected public. It is our job to
protect the public, and insist on the
law. It is our duty to ask for science and
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when a device marketer says that there
is an electrical or photonic connection
to the body and it is proven that there
is none, as in the case of the fraudulent
Russian devices, we need to have direct
and decisive action. When their studies
are just mindless unscientific drool
someone has to have the where with
all to see it. The Russian studies show
no scientific rational.
Do not be involved in fraud. If the
device company wants to say that there
is some above science activity and

be straight forward about it, we will
reward honesty and help them to be
honest. But in the case of the Russian
devices this is not the case. There are
lies, claims of studies not shown, claims
of studies not done, claims of electrical
connections not done and many other
lies. Simple truth, this is fraud. The
public needs to be protected from such
fraud. Your association with such fraud
is the case of your dismissal. Dig your
ignorant heels into the shit the Russian
companies are selling you. Wallow
in the pig sty they create and let the
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authorities deal with the fraud and
deception they and now you dispense.
Your inability to see the blatant fraud
and lies of the Russian devices is the
grounds for your dismissal.
We however will make the CE mark a
legal value of importance and validity.
We are ethically bound to seek full
compliance at every required avenue.
And as such your inability to do the
same has resulted in your dismissal.
Please do not associate with our people
in any fashion for we fear that guilt by
association might weaken our firm
commitment to helping the people
with truth.
People can be duped by con men like
some of these supposed scientists.
Doctors can be lied to, deceived, led to

believe in clever lies. There are most
certainly many con men selling things in
alternative medicine. Because there is a
vast history of this in medicine, Doctors
and the public must be protected from
these charlatans. We must stop people
like Thomas from standing on a podium
and spouting about scientific studies
and results that do not exist. And when
I say this let me emphasize that the lies
and chicanery of Thomas is a obvious
fact. We have many many many videos
of him talking about such studies and
there is not just no evidence the studies
exist, we have proof they do NOT exist.
Our society must find ways to protect
naive doctors and a gullible public from
blatant lies.
People like you can be duped and led
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to believe that the Russian devices
work in some way, because they
appear to work. Our society has made
laws starting in 1976 to make sales
people and manufacturers provide
evidence of what they claim. When
the Russian write a book, most people
don’t read it, they simply say well
there is a book about the device it
must work because there is a book. I
read the books. Garbage, there is not
a shred of legitimate evidence, not a
single verifiable substantiation that
the claims are valid in a double blind
session. Not even a scientific rational.
The fact that is appears to work is not
enough for our society. Someone must
protect the public from the chance that
an unproven illegitimate device should
be given any chance to hurt people. We

have laws of evidence to get a CE mark.
When I first got the registration in
America in 1989 we needed to present
good double blind research, which
was done with an IRB in 1986. We
repeated the research with doctors in
Colorado in 1989. We did research in
1990 in Kiev, 1991 in Budapest, 1992 in
Canada, 1993 in America. We needed
a large scale 1000+ person research in
1996 done in England, Colorado, and
California, Validated in 1999. We have
done many research projects. The large
scale study where over 2,000 therapists
sent in data was done with a double
blind from 2005 to 2007. The Italian,
German 6 month study cost in excess
of 50,000 Euros. The recent study of
France, Romania, Hungary, America,
and Germany cost quite a lot. What we
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can prove is safety and efficacy of the
device. Beyond a shadow of a doubt
and we satisfy the stringent laws and
get a CE mark once again. A battle that
the Russian do not have to do because
witless dupes and clueless fools such as
you dig in their heels and wallow in self
pity afraid to face the simple obvious
fact, your believe that the device
works because it appears to work is
not enough. When we did testing we
proved the devices did not work. In a
double blind they fail.
The biggest fraud and chicanery of the
modern world is muscle testing. Louie
admitted to us in Mexico his fraud. He
admitted he changes the pressure to
make the results he wants. He laughed
at how he dupes, cons, and fools his
patients. You were at the table when

he said this and laughed. I was appalled
at blatant admission to fraud. He then
laughed that the FDA and no other
could stop him. He could teach this
hoax scheme called muscle testing to
anyone, no one could stop him. There
is not only NO evidence that muscle
testing for medications works, there is
MASSIVE research that PROVES beyond
a shadow of doubt the therapist is
in complete control of the results.
He is able to sell you any vitamin,
homeopathic, story, or idea he wants
by showing you how you go weak or
strong when he pushes on your muscle.
Sham charlatan fraud at a pinnacle.
No one but me speaks out against
such obvious deception of patients.
Everyone in alternative medicine does
not want to make enemies of the
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charlatans. It seems I am the only one
to step forward with ethics, unswerving
honor, and a full appreciation of the
law and the fact that some evidence of
a claim is needed.

testing, registering and validating this
as a real science. And the charlatans
want to coat tail with us. We cannot let
them circumvent the path and continue
their fraud.

The next big fraud is the point probe, for
it also is completely under the control
of the therapist. If the therapist presses
in fast he gets a high signal. Slow press
and there is a lower signal. By varying
the speed of delivery of the probe the
therapist can alter the reading to sell
the duped patient whatever remedy he
wants, most often at abhorrently high
prices. When the therapist does not
know what he is testing, he cannot get
the same readings. It fails every double
blind test.

With a strong history of research in
many ways, a history of proper IRBs,
Proper ethics committees, countries
registrations, a ISSN peer reviewed
medical journal, an International
Medical University, and above all a
history of personal focused honor,
ethics, and dedication to doing things
right and proving safety and efficacy,
explaining scientific rationale in the
over 90 books I have written, showing
research in the over 100 journals I have
participated in, and opening the eyes
of all science to new horizons. I have
tried to make the real deal. I have tried
to help all of the people in alternative

It appears to the authorities that all of
these devices are unscientific. And I
have dedicated my life to establishing,
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medicine to do things right.
The legal authorities have focused on
me because first they see me as guilty by
association. Karen and Ryan had many
illegal devices presented as real devices
in the Bahamas years ago. There is a
picture of me next to the Papini device.
This device has now killed over a dozen
people. Americans were upset, and
they focused on alternative medicine.
They attacked me not knowing that if
there was sound on the picture you
would hear me say “What the FUCK
is this device doing here? You should
not use IMUNE to misrepresent any
device as real and legal when it is
not”. But to the FDA it was just another

bit of evidence that I was the leader
of the alternative conman. We must
be careful to be sure we do not allow
IMUNE to be used as a market tool in
any even the smallest way. That is how
you were to be used in Romania. And
you eyes saw money and not the truth.
The seminar in Romania next month
is a celebration of chicanery, and a
fiesta of fraud. I doubt if any real actual
double blind research will be presented
or even discussed. And research done
without a proper ethics committee
and permission is just another form
of irregularity. From our inquiries
there will be many illegal devices and
fraudulent therapies presented and
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sold. They did not call me or work with
me because I have the where withal
to ask for the real CE mark, the real
properly done research, real science.
They could dupe you because you are
a money hawking idiot. Dig in your
stubborn heels and when you awake
from your childish temper tantrum of
obstinate self deception realize that
your lack of integrity is the problem,
not me. You promised to not go into
Romania and now you are going your
promises mean nothing, your integrity
is worthless, and your word is rubbish.
Dig your heels into your lying brain. You

cannot be trusted and it is my duty to
the world to tell this story to all who
can read it. Someone has to try to
protect unwitting doctors from being
duped into spending their money on
fraudulent products.
I am sure of two things first you are
angry at me and want to write a letter
to attack the messenger who has told
you a message you do not want to hear.
And second after the anger subsides
you know that every message I have
said is true. The sale of these devices
continues because there are those who
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make lectures and give the con men the
chance to display their wares as if there
were scientific or legal. Doctors are thus
duped into spending their hard earned
money on fraud. They use Stories most
often unverifiable, unsubstantiated,
and unscientific. You know I am right.
The whole industry of natural medicine
knows I am right. But they like the
stories about Russian scientist and
devices in space, and legends of back
water science not accepted. They love
the guy in the suit who looks and talks
a good show as all con men do. But
when there is fraud, well, someone
must care. I care.
But here is the problem. I was at an
IMUNE conference in Norway when a
doctor called me to her table to talk.
She was crying and told me that her
medical license was removed for having
an illegal device.

Proof of the Fraudulent Russian
Devices
She had a patient who the Russian
device (Oberon, Introspect etc) said
there was a problem with the liver.
Her medical doctor said there was no
such problem then the patient asked
how does the Russian device know
this. How does it work? The doctor did
not know and asked the distributor
Thomas. He did not know and asked
the manufacturer. They did not know
and asked the developer and he would
not say. The medical authorities found
no scientific evidence that is worked.
With our device I wrote complete
details of every aspect with research,

data, publication, and sound scientific
rational. But the Russian devices had
nothing.
I read the Russian literature and there
was no description of how it worked.
And most importantly there was
extreme false claims. This is fraud. I
brought several types of the Russian
devices into our lab. They said there was
a sound signal for each organ sent into
the headphones. There was no science
research or even a publication on this.
And when we put the sound signal onto
an oscilloscope it had no variation. It
was an unchanging monotone. They
said that the laser had a variation
for each organ tested. There was no
science research or even a publication
to explain this. It is impossible for a laser
to vary. And low and behold when we
tested it there was indeed no variation.
This was another fraudulent claim.
There were two sensors in the
headphones sensing only if 1. The
headphone was stretched out onto a
head or head sized body. When we put
the headphones onto a melon it worked
fine. 2. The second sensor was if the
laser was directed at the headphone.
So these sensors determined only if the
device was in place and it appeared to
work. There was no sensor for variant
sound or light or electricity. The hard
drive was monitored and there was
no variation of signal received. In
short no scientific connection, just the
appearance of it.
When we tested a person we got a
set of readings, the same readings
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when we tested a melon, the chair,
the microphone. All got very similar
readings. Then instructor (qualified
by the manufacturer) she said that
they were told by the manufacturer
not to test before and after midnight,
for something funny happens after
midnight. I then said change the date in
the computer for the only funny things
is that after midnight is that today’s
date changes. Low and behold with a
new date the person, melon, chair, and
microphone all have new readings and
the same. The date is used to make
the device seem to be repeatable. So
if you test someone twice in a day the
readings will appear valid.
The claims that these Russian devices
apply some kind of electrical, photonic,
or sound signal are fraud. The company
selling it is committing fraud. The
distributor is committing Fraud. The
salesman is committing Fraud. The
teacher is committing Fraud. The doctor
is committing Fraud. All of these would
lose in a law suit if a patient made a law
suit claiming fraud. The Norway doctor
lost. And the biggest loser is the field
of alternative medicine. Someone must
stop these charlatans.
Now John lies to me, goes around my
back and now he says he uses an illegal
device and he can’t and won’t see the
truth. So John is gone.
When a patient asks how does
this device determine what it says,
someone in the organization should
be able to explain it, prove it, validate
it, register it, publish about it, test it

and protect the doctor from his own
stupidity. Most of these doctors are
easy targets for conman. Since it seems
that I am the only one who cares, and
I am the only one who seems to know
the difference of an electron versus a
photon, it is logical that I be kept in the
loop of decision.
With our device we are able to explain
it, prove it, validate it, register it,
publish about it, test it and protect the
doctor who uses it. We do this to the
nth degree and we are attacked most
violently by the mindless dupes who
use the fraudulent devices. They will
say anything to divert attention away
from their own chicanery and con. They
think we are the same we are not we
can fully explain any and all functions
and we have full documentation to
back us up.
Well the problem is that I cannot allow
the name of IMUNE to be associated
with such an incredible fraud as these
Russian devices are perpetrating. And
no one including John seems to be
able to expose them or to even care.
But before a law suit destroys us all,
someone must care. Someone must
do some science. Someone must get
a medical CE mark. I tried to help the
Russians but they did not want to have
their con exposed. These are strong
words but they are all true. As a person
ask them how it knows a small part of
the liver from another, and think if you
would take their answer to court to
defend yourself.
The fact that these devices seem to work
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is not enough. A clever programmer
has found a way to make it seem to
work. This is the same if not worse for
the CORE device. It is a bigger fraud
that a clever programmer has made
to look good. But the CORE program
is complete fraud. There are many
clever people making outlandish and
fraudulent claims. I take great care to
explain, test, write and publish in direct
fashion every detail to protect you and
all concerned. And I am hated by the

con men. But the field of alternative
medicine, the seminars, and the
teachers all just smile at these con men
and lets them perpetrate their fraud.
Everybody just lets them continue,
nobody but I will stand to protect the
public. Even John lets them go on with
their deceit. If you can’t explain how
your device works and when a qualified
scientist finds undeniable proof that it
is fraud devices like the CORE and the
Russian devices should not be allowed
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to continue using seminars like yours
to make money. But no one will make
a stand. No one but me, for I stand
against SYNTHETIC drugs, Allopathy,
muscle testing and all kinds of fraud.
Now I would hope that you would be
shocked and annoyed enough to find
the motivation to do something about
the Russian and CORE fraud. Germany
has done something and because the
Romanian people just smile sweetly
and say well it’s a small fraud, and
besides I have a device I paid lots of
money for it, or I use it and I don’t want
anyone to know I was stupid to buy
one without some due diligence. At
any rate it seems that few Romanians
want to even discuss this fraud or even
ask how it works. This is why Romania
is seen as Kleptomania to the rest of
Europe. Romania has let these frauds
find a place to show their wares. It
makes Romania look like a group of
circus clowns.
I believe in Romania and wish that
someone else other than me, would
be strong enough to put an end to
this Russian chicanery. The fact that it
appears to work is not good enough. The
law says you must disclose a scientific
rational for it’ use, you must properly
test it, you must validate an electrical
connection, you must disclose its use
to a notified body. This is the law. When
someone says that there is a different
law in Romania it just points out their
ignorance. Thinking that Romanian law
is different is evidence of complete and
utter stupidity.

So once again let me apologize for my
outburst and if we are to work together
again please do not circumvent me. As
for john he will have to learn a lesson
from the MHRA which is the medical
police in England. He will learn a lesson
for using non registered and fraudulent
devices on patients. I hope that you
folks and all of the therapists attending
any of your lectures never have to have
such a lesson. The Norway doctor had
to pay a stiff price to learn about fraud.
Sincerely
Desiré Dubounet
John was asked to not go to Romania
unless the request went thru proper
channels and there was a complete
consensus on his attendance. John
agreed to this several times. But John
lied again. So John was fired. This is just
business, no one can have employees
who lie. After two such lies John was
fired.
Then John writes an email he has and
uses the fraudulent Russian device.
This is another problem. John does not
have the integrity to address legality.
He uses foolish prejudice and bias in his
ways. He over details people he dislikes
and washes away details from those he
likes.
I am so tired of discussing the science
with people who do not even know
what an electron is. We use electrons
thru the harness. Only the electrical
process of the voltammetry is able to
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measure and make a field. The EIS device
uses electrons. There are NO NO NO
electrons in the Russian devices being
measured or sent to the body. It is so
obvious the fact that the SCIO is fully
scientific and credentialed and the
Russian devices are flim flam shams.
But even eye witnesses like John,

Thomas, Ben, and Cathy can suspend
their disbelief, twist their memory, and
somehow rationalize the blatant crime
these fraudulent devices are. This lack
of integrity and honor of these people
is appalling and fully frustrates me. It is
such an incredible battle to try to erode
false beliefs. People cling to false beliefs
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even the face of profound evidence.
Now I am told that the Russian
devices are still being sold and actively
marketed for use on people in Romania.
I now have evidence that one of your
lectures has and uses such an illegal
device. That lecturer is JOHN. Until I
am satisfied that everyone is properly
notified of this scam and everyone
is properly defended from these con
men, nothing less will satisfy me. All of
their attempts to make into the bad guy
are just rationalization and attempt to
shoot the messenger rather than deal
with the message. Europe is watching
Romania, watching me, and watching
the alternative medicine industry. So is
the world. The authorities want to see
if we are scientific, honorable, and of
ethics.
I am told that the users and salesmen
for such illegal devices are presenting
at this lecture. I would suggest you
publically print my letters to help get
the awareness of the frauds out.
I was in Germany years ago in Baden
Baden lecturing on the technology at
medicine week. An important man from
an alternative magazine interviewed
me. We discussed how the point
probe was a sham. He agreed that the
therapist was in complete control of
the results and the speed of delivery
of the probe determined the reading.
I said if you know this why you don’t
publish this. He said well there are so
many nice guys selling the point probe,
and if he said anything the people I

the alternative field would hate him. I
said you have an ethical responsibility
to the truth. He left on that remark,
knowing I was right the point probes
are fraudulent but ethics seems to be
gone in alternative health.
You see the conmen are nice guys. The
conman who sold the Papini devices
that killed people was a super guy
a real prince. And the point probe
muscle testing con artist can smile like
no one I know. It is because inside they
are laughing at the alternative industry
people.
And then to the greatest insult of
all. When people ask how does this
Russian, CORE, LIFE device work? They
say well it is like the SCIO. This is the
greatest insult of all. The SCIO works
on a thirty year old technology of
Voltammetric assay of both product
and Voltammetric measure of the
patient’s reactivity. The science is
precise and extensive. A rich history of
science, research, registrations, legal
compliance and everything accounted
for in fine detail. And because these
charlatans lie and say there sham is
like the SCIO I am attacked by the
authorities, I am slandered in the press,
and I am prosecuted, persecuted and
wronged.
I have tried to offer science to energetic
medicine, a real university, a medical
university, a real peer reviewed medical
journal, real registrations, real science.
And in return I am wronged by the very
field I sought to protect. I cannot tell
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you how dangerous these frauds like
the CORE device is to our dreams
I am not the enemy of alternative
medicine and neither are you if your
letter is correct and I believe it is. The
enemies are those that go outside the
law and make illegal programs with
made up stories and no science to back
it up. We all look bad if we in any way
let the Russian charade continue. We
all have a duty to protect the doctors
who might believe a concocted story
and suspend their disbelief. The
gullible doctors must be protected
from the real enemy these con men
who prey on the doctors and public
suspension of disbelief. These con men
and the doctors using their devices are

attacking me and my family.
John did not hold to this line of ethics.
He did not want t take an active stance
to protect doctors and patients from
frauds. If he did, we together might have
stopped the sale of the Papini device in
America, and saved the lives of those
that died. So before the industry is hurt
any further by fraudulent devices and
con men let’s take action not sit and let
them go. Here we have the problem:
Science, Math, Statistics and so many
people’s complete and utter inability
to use them and the people’s ability
to suspend their disbelief and believe
what they want to believe.
Ben Lict writes to provide evidence for
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the QX SCIO etc . There is hundreds of
thousands of articles on Voltammetry
published worldwide. It is a scientific
technology for detection of the electrical
filed of an item. There are my patents
on the three dimensional voltammetry,
there are many articles and a complete
journal of the International Journal of
the Medical Science of Homeopathy.
The literature is vast and complete.
So incredibly vast, it is not my job
to have to send you the 100’s of giga
bytes of information on this. It is your
job to go to the Journals and see this.
If you can find the intelligence to type
voltammetry into google you could
review the entire field and also see
our website of voltammetry Romania
and learn. You could go to our journal.
But since we talk about volts and amps
and use some numbers most of the
math-phobic non-scientific alternative
therapists cannot understand these
concepts.
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With the Russian devices they claim
that there is some signal for each
body part being transmitted via a
laser or infrared device or the sound
into the headphones. #1. There is no
literature showing the ability of the
laser, infrared or sound to send in a
signal of a body part like any part of the
liver. #2. The Russian devices have no
variant signal coming from these. #3.
The claims of the laser, infrared, sound
are completely false. These claims are
criminal fraudulent. The headphones
and ray are just a sham to get stupid

non-scientific alternative people and
doctors to buy one. This chicanery is
the focus and the impropriety and it
cannot be tolerated.
Ben you saw this, we discussed this
over twenty times over the course of
more than four years. It is so frustrating
to once again recount the experience.
It is like talking to a stump and trying to
get the stump to change its mind.
We have more than a hundred times
the information than the EIS, easily.
We do not attach such information
to each sale. But the information is
there to peruse if you can have the
simple integrity to go to the IMUNE
International Journal of the Medical
Science of Homeopathy and look at the
articles published by this international
recognized, registered and approved
ISSN peer reviewed medical journal.
Any slander against this journal is just
mindless illegal libelous drool. In the
EIS literature there is no description of
how they test the liver. There is a sound
science to the electron flow test, and
the device showed some validity. It is
registered with a CE mark. So it is OK.
But its ability to measure the liver is
not fully nor even partially disclosed.
The science presented is partial not
complete and the list of studies is very
limited.
Our system is registered as a
Voltammetric evoked potential system.
There is full and open disclosure for
each and every aspect of the process
for over twenty years. There have been
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over 150 articles published on the use
of the QX SCIO etc. No chance for any
deception whatsoever. I won’t tolerate
even the tiniest bit of deception or
illegality. I cannot tolerate someone
who is ignorant of the total large
amount of research and articles on
each and every facet of my technology
and then puts the burden on me to
provide research that he should have
the wherewithal to find on his own.
But when I first started the alternative
people were afraid of the word volt,
amp, and statistics. They were science
and math-phobic. Alternative medicine
has been a testimony to the theories
of suspension of disbelief. The other
companies could put out anything and
sell it for most of the therapists had no

ability to understand words like volt,
amp and statistics.
I am an electrical engineer having
worked on the Apollo mission and an
ex-professor of mathematics from YSU.
As such I tried to bring these three
words into alternative medicine. The
other companies hated me and they
trumped up lies about me. They tried
to discredit me. The FDA tried to stop
me and use lies against me. I was able
to register the acupuncture needle in
America as a medical device. But the
FDA used the lies to continue their
attack. I was unable to see my father
for ten years before he died, and now I
am unable to see my mother who even
now is in a hospice on her death bed.
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Why because the alternative therapists

and muscle testing people will believe
anything. They have incredible
suspension of disbelief. When the other
companies cannot argue the science
or mathematics of my vastly superior
devices and technology, they resort to
telling lies about me. They know they
can dupe alternative therapist and
muscle testers to believe any story
they tell. The stories are so fantastic
and the lies so incredible it just goes to
point out the gullibility of alternative
medicine.

from being destroyed. In a world of
evidence we need to produce it. Put
our money where our mouth is and
produce the evidence. And we need to
expose the frauds.

My dedication to saving this field and
establishing a new type of science is
unwavering. Even now I must take time
to write these articles about science
that these people wouldn’t understand.
I am trying to save alternative medicine

And it above all I would like for someone
to write a letter to me that said they
would do something against the frauds
instead of asking me to do something.
It would be nice for someone else to
see the cancer these frauds are to our

You see the conmen are nice guys. The
conman who sold the Papini devices
that killed people was a super guy
a real prince. And the point probe
muscle testing con artists can smile like
no one I know. It is because inside they
are laughing at the alternative industry
people.
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industry. Rather than just smile and let
them dupe people, let’s do something.
If there is anything to debate in these
letters please have the common
decency to express the exact concern
without giving me mindless drool
and stupid rationalization. I know it is
difficult to admit that you have been
fooled and deceived by the conmen.
It is hard to admit that you were such
a dolt as to twist both memory and
perception to suspend your disbelief. It
is hard to face a false belief. It is hard
to admit the Russian deices are full out
and out fraud, and the tricked you to
believe them. But you have to find a
way to either learn what an electron is
or admit that the Russian devices are
fraud. But I am sure that your mind
has already twisted this letter, and you
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have found some way to rationalize
your own perceptions and once again
in the future this will come up again. If
you still are suspending your disbelief
and not understanding it is hard
to understand how we can protect
alternative medicine when the people
are so easily fooled by any story that
comes down the pike. I believe that
if I show you the video of you being
a fool and the proof of the sham that
your mind will just twist the perception
again.
The claim that there is a signal of light
sound electron or other measurable
signal sent to the patient for each body
part and a measured reaction to the
signal to get a score for each part is not
true. Thus this claim used to sell the
device is false. The sale is a con and a
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fraud. And then to the greatest insult
of all. When people ask how does this
Russian, LIFE or CORE device work?
They say well it is like the SCIO. This
is the greatest insult of all. The SCIO
works on a thirty year old technology
of Voltammetric assay of both product
and Voltammetric measure of the
patient’s reactivity. The science is
precise and extensive. A rich history of
science, research, registrations, legal
compliance and everything accounted
for in fine detail. And because these
charlatans lie and say there sham is
like the SCIO I am attacked by the
authorities, I am slandered in the press,
and I am prosecuted, persecuted and
wronged.

Desiré

America could Capsize
from the Hole Hypocrisy
has made in it
By Desiré Dubounet

way out. The best expression of lazy
stupidity and how marketing has taken
over is the election of George Bush
for two terms. George was a stupid
psychopath who hurt the country. If
you hired a set of trained intellectual
terrorists to plot how to hurt America,
you could not have hurt America more.
His devastating and destructive legacy
has now made every American poorer,
hated, and less respected. There are still
Americans with their chest stuck out
trying to get themselves to believe that
America is still the leader of the world.
But inside they know different, and
their own self deception is weakening.
It will take more than bravado to save
America.

The global recession that began in
America’s housing market has shaken
the world’s economic order and possibly
knocked the United States down a notch
or two or more, maybe much more.
The spendthrift American consumer
is out of money. American wages are
flat. Despite some hopeful signs, the
U.S. economy could muddle along for
decades. Technology has shifted from
America to other countries. And as
oil shifted from Texas oil men to Arab
henchmen, America has made many
other countries rich. The lazy shortcut
driven Americans have all went on
strike for more and more pay only for
most of them to be laid off as victims of
takeovers and early sale of the assets
of their company. Only America has

I have tried to offer science to energetic
medicine, a real university, a medical
university, a real peer reviewed medical
journal, real registrations, real science.
And in return I am wronged by the very
field I sought to protect. I cannot tell
you how dangerous these frauds like
the CORE device are to our dreams.
The flourish of muscle testers is just
one example. So many people believing
in an art proven to be a sham, it is
appalling. The muscle testers change
the pressure and thus they control the
outcome. They do not measure the
patient they deceive the patient. When
they use this deception to sell a vitamin
or product the fraud deepens.
The public needs to be protected. You
need to discipline your mind. This
industry needs attention.

The devaluing of the American dollar
over the last five years has made every
American’s worth 50% less than before.
The Americans have allowed hypocrisy
to expound and the unequal education
has made most students think
education is a joke. Everyone devalues
education and looks for the easy
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such cruel takeovers and asset sales
leaving thousands into millions of
workers out of jobs. Everyone wants
to be rich. Lying and hypocrisy thrive
in America. And if they don’t watch
America could go bankrupt. Even now
they are borrowing from the Chinese
and Japanese.
Meanwhile, actions in China -- rather
than in the United States -- may have
been the trigger for a global economic
recovery. Many other nations will
grow faster than the United States
over the next few years and command
an increasing share of the world’s
resources. In the Chinese constitution
it is said that the government must
encourage and develop the sense of
self discipline in the people. Americans
have all but lost the idea of self
discipline.
“The message to Americans,” says
Mauro Guillen, an economist at the
University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton
School, “is you need to redouble
your efforts to be more competitive.”
Another suggestion is to not be so
greedy. Work harder steal less.
American innovation has solved
daunting problems before and could
again. But it would be a grave mistake
to assume that American prosperity
will continue on some preordained
upward course. Nations rise and fall,
often realizing what happened only in
retrospect. To rebuild America we need
to be focused onto the mistakes and
the problems of the past.
Here are some of the many problems

that are undermining our future
prosperity:
America is a land of haves and havenots
The Federal Reserve is not owned by
Americans but is owned by the Ultra
Rich bankers. These people are above
the law. The Federal Reserve does
not need to account to the American
government. They do not need to
account to anybody or anything.
Each American now owes the Federal
Reserve more than $40,000 usd.
Our debt to the Federal Reserve is
approaching twenty trillion dollars.
This means that Americans have
become a land of indentured servants
working only to pay taxes to go to the
Federal Reserve. And with the interest
charged per minute, we can never
be free. This massive con job Federal
Reserve was pushed into existence
by a trick of the government in 1913
and 1914. Woodrow Wilson said of
this that he had doomed his country
to death by allowing the bankers to
take control. We are now seeing the
possible death of America with such
large hypocrisy as this. We think we are
free and that we own our possessions
but we are all debtors to a country who
is sinking us deeper into debt. Illusions
of ownership, material wealth, equality
and freedom stop us from seeing the
truth.
America has no real health care but
disease care
The system of health insurance has failed
and people are not getting healthier but
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they are getting poorer. The medical
system is run by corporations bent on
profit not people. Health care is more
and more expensive. And attempts to
give all a care will bankrupt the system
when everybody got their hands out.
There is a basic lack of understanding of
the biology and health taught in schools
and the killers, processed foods, nitrate
meats, processed sugars, synthetic
compounds, tobacco, and drugs, drugs,
drugs all killing and making us sick. There
is no working definition of health. And
no consciousness of stress effects by
the main players, the FDA and the AMA.
So the rich get richer and the poor get
poorer. The people causing the health
care problem are getting rich and don’t
want their excessive profits taxed. They

then invest their money into drugs and
hospitals to get secondary benefits
from causing disease, charge to palliate
the symptoms. Don’t cure them palliate
and make them dependent on a drug.
Make them run to a doctor in fear when
their child sniffles. We have a “wake
you up to give a sleeping pill” system;
with “did you take your meds” as the
key mantra. All about drug co. profit.

Too Many Americans don’t want
to work
Sure, now that jobs are scarce,
everybody’s willing to put in a few extra
hours to stay ahead of the ax. But look
around: We still expect easy money,
hope to retire early and embrace the
overly simplistic messages of bestsellers
like “The One Minute Millionaire” and
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“The 4-Hour Work Week.”

skills you don’t have.”

Unfortunately, the rest of the world
isn’t sending as much money our way
as it used to, which makes it harder to
do less with more. White-collar jobs
are now migrating overseas just like
blue-collar ones. Kids in Asia spend the
summer studying math and science
while American mall rats are texting
each other about Britney and Miley.

I recently interviewed entrepreneur
Gary Vaynerchuk, who transformed
his father’s neighborhood liquor store
into a $60 million business anchored
by the Web site winelibrarytv.com. An
overnight success? Hardly. Vaynerchuk
has big plans, and he works at least 16
hours a day to achieve them. “If you
want to work eight hours a day,” he
says, “you’re going to get eight-houra-day results. There’s nothing wrong
with that, but I don’t want to hear you
bitch about money if you’re only willing
to work eight hours a day.” Take pride
in what you do, enjoy the work, and

“We need a different mind-set,” says
Guillen. “People need to invest more
in their own future. Instead of buying
stuff at the mall, spend the money on
evening classes. Learn a language or
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bring a positive sense to the job.
Vaynerchuk is only 33, but he has
something in common with John
Bogle, the founder of the Vanguard
mutual fund company, who’s 80 years
old. I talked to Bogle recently about
how Americans need to change their
approach to work and money. He told
me this: “We need more caution, more
savings and we may have to work
harder. Maybe we need more people
who like to work and don’t count down
every day till retirement.”

Too Many Americans don’t want
to sacrifice
Why should we? The government
is standing by with stimulus money,
banker bailouts, homeowner aid, cash
for clunkers, expanded health care and
maybe more stimulus money. And most
Americans will never have to pay an
extra dime for any of this. Somehow, $9
trillion worth of government debt will
just become somebody else’s problem.
The American government can just
print money, make it from paper. And
the rest of the world will just smile
and let us. Actually they won’t that is
why the big devaluation of the dollar
will happen when the Ultra Rich have
properly removed more of their liquid
investments from the US shores. With
it impossible to attack the Ultra Rich
what else can we do but let someone
else do it. Everyone is afraid, and most
problematic is the lawyers are afraid.
Lawyers used to fight for law but now
they all just play let’s make a deal. They
are afraid to step out of the line, afraid

to stand up to the Ultra Rich, afraid to
do their job.
When he was campaigning, candidate
Barack Obama dabbled with the
“personal responsibility” theme, and in
his acceptance speech in November he
called for a “new spirit of sacrifice.”
Obama’s plan is to get a tiny portion of
the American public -- the wealthy and
the corporations-- to pay higher taxes
for the benefit of the majority. Hey, if
we can convince 1% of the population
to bear some responsibility for fighting
two open-ended wars that is supposedly
in the interest of every American. It
would just be best to tell the middle
class that if they want something, they
need to earn it themselves. The Ultra
Rich has manipulated the system for
profit and should now be asked to help
out. Obama Ultra Rich and corporation
tax will get over 2 trillion of the debt
back. Apparently a good start, but more
will be needed.

the national debt add to the burden.
Yet outraged Americans seem most
concerned about media fictions like
death panels and government-enforced
euthanasia, while clinging to the myth
that our current system of selective
availability and perverse incentives
somehow represents capitalist ideals.
The public is easily diverted and the
media shapes all attention and thought.
Hypocrisy rules but few see it. The Ultra
Rich controlled media influences our
perspective.
People who lack the sense to question
Big Lies always end up in deep trouble.
Being well informed takes work, even
with the Internet. In a democracy,
that’s simply a civic burden. If we’re too
foolish or lazy to educate ourselves on
health care, global warming, financial

reform and other complicated issues,
then we’re signing ourselves over to
special interests of the Ultra Rich who
see nothing wrong with plundering our
national -- and personal -- wealth.
Science has become a search for
funding not a search for truth
It is foolish to think that technology will
solve the problems that technology
caused. Scientist’s opinions can be
bought for a fee. Money is in control
and Machiavelli was right.
The Ultra Rich control science and use
it for profit. Protestors and those who
believe in truth are made fun of in the
media, and not allowed into the science
club.
We used to look up to scientists but
now we view them as most often self

There is enough money in the excess of
the Ultra Rich to fund this recovery. Joy,
pride, equality, honesty, transparency,
caring, sharing, Honor all of these and
more need to be brought back into the
system.

Way TOOOOO MANY Americans
are uninformed and uneducated
The health care battle-- sorry, “debate”
-- is Exhibits A, B and C. The soaring cost
of health care is a problem that affects
most Americans. Those shrinking
paychecks, squeezing small businesses,
bankrupting families and swelling
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interested, arrogant or paid to say the
things they say.
Energy is a problem, the Environment
is a problem
The same oil that powers our cars and
comes from deep in the earth can be
grown on farms. There is Bio-mass, Biofuels, wind, solar etc not really being
tapped. Our problem is too much carbon
dioxide and too little oxygen in the air.
If we switch to farming our energy, we
have plants taking in carbon dioxide
and giving off oxygen. All the while the
plants are supplying us with bio-fuels
and bio-mass, Problem solved. America
is no longer dependent on foreign oil,
the environment is saved, people move

to more rural farming communities that
improve health, more good healthy
air, more fresh food, less congestion,
less crime. Hydroponics brings water
desalination and life to the dry deserts;
we channel sea water and remove
the threats of rising sea, and a host of
cleaner lifestyle choices all from using
plants rather than drilling for oil. Brazil
has made major advances in the way of
getting energy from plants. They even
use sugar to make plastics and other
chemicals that used to be only petrochemical. The technology exists today
to do this. But America is under control
of the Ultra Rich who want us to keep
the money flowing to the Arab world.
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With very little help we could jump to a
new system of energy and save planet,
money etc. but the Ultra Rich don’t
want this. So America is the leader in
pollution and oil consumption.
The “I Culture”
We may be chastened by the recession,
but Americans still believe they deserve
the best of everything -- the best job,
the best health care, the best education
for our kids. But now we do not have

the best of any of these. America is
way down the list for almost all good
categories except cost of health care,
where it is the leader by far. And we
want everything at a discount -- or
better yet, free -- which brings us back
to the usual disconnect between what
we want and what we’re willing to pay
for. What’s in it for me is the guideline.
Rationing is a dirty word, so we
can’t have a system that officially
rations something as vital as health
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care or education. Instead, we have
unacknowledged, de facto rationing
that directs the most resources to those
with the best connections, the most
money or the savvy to game the system.
What keeps the rest of us content is the
illusion that we, too, eventually might
be able to game the system -- as long
as the government doesn’t interfere.
There is a possibility to hit the lottery,
make the NBA, sell drugs, retire to
Hawaii, get an insurance settlement and
somehow beat the game. As if material
goods and money were all it needed.
Solutions that serve some public good
-- like Social Security and bank deposit
insurance in the 1930s and Medicare in
the 1960s -- usually require everybody
to give something to get something. If
it works, the overall benefits outweigh
the costs.

on the same day. Americans feel it is
Ok to lie to themselves, and to others.
All because they know the system
lies to them every day so it must be
Ok. In Norway and Sweden and other
Scandinavian countries the public
transport is on the honor system,
and 99% pay. If the American subway
system was to use the honor system
almost no one would pay. We have less
and less a sense of right and wrong. In
a recent poll 65% of American children
thought it was Ok to commit a crime
as long as you don’t get caught. This
is a tragedy. And for the people who
are annoyed by this truth, I’ll wager
you live in a good neighborhood with
good expensive public schools. 25% of
American children going to school are
below the poverty line, more than any
other country. In Europe it is 10%.

Good programs leave individuals the
option to pay more if they want more.
Bad programs promise more than they
can deliver. But often we don’t know
that until it’s too late. True solution
could come from facing the hypocrisy.
To get out of the toilet America has
slipped into we need to go from a “ME
ME” society to a “WE WE” society. We
can take a “We WE” to get out of the
toilet.

America is has become the land of
incredible Hypocrisy

America has lost some of its
Honor from Hypocrisy
The average American tells three lies
every ten minutes. The marriage vows
of love forever are 85% broken. A
business man can make a deal in one
room and another in a different room

There are so many incredible and
unbelievable hypocritc money swayed
ideas, procedures and things in
America. The leading killers of people
are tobacco and doctor prescribed
pharmaceuticals, with millions of
deaths and associations with deaths.
The FDA is to protect us but the killers
are allowed to kill as the FDA chases
alternative medicine. The hypocrisy
is astounding. There is public water,
public roads, public utilities and public
areas, where there is equality. There is
no Gucci water system or Armani roads.
But in education there is vast vast vast
differences. The public education is
still based on local taxes, so there is
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an incredible difference in the
money for education in a state.
In most grade schools and high
schools there is little chance
for a good education, and this
produces four big problems
1. Lack of respect for education
2. Lack of caring for others
3. Areas of ghetto devastation
4. Rising Crime as certain people
have no other resort.
The land of the free has more
people in jail by far more than
any other. And 99% of those in
jail are from less funded lower
class PUBLIC schools. The jobs
will go to the people graduating
from the schools with more
money.
Not public education at all. In
fact since the most prevalent
difference between the people
living in poor school areas versus
rich areas is race, the unequal
system produces apartheid.
The unequal education system
maintains and encourages
racism, those graduating from
poor schools with little money,
appear to be stupid, when it is
a product of hypocrisy.
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The simple solution of a state or
country to give equal economic
education is not even aloud
to be discussed. People who
discuss this seem to vanish.
Children grow up asking why
and the parents say Because I
say so. People grow up asking

why and the Ultra Rich say Because I say
so. There is a different set of laws for
people who can afford good lawyers.
O.J. Simpson’s case would have turned
out different with public offenders.
Equality as a word is laughable, as an
American concept ludicrous.
The hypocrisy of the media is extreme.
The movie industry is of just a few
chosen few insiders who don’t rock the
boat. The music industry who used to
have protest singers has no been under
control of a few ultra rich who deny
access from true protest. The news
media tell us one per cent of the truth of
what’s really happening. The marketing
media tell the uneducated public what
to buy, when to wear it and when to
buy another. The celebrity culture is
designed to make us feel inadequate,
give us false hope and drive us into
conformity. Ultra Rich hypocrisy is at
the heart of American problems.
As today’s children grow up and pose
questions on the hypocrisy, they are
met with scolding, witticisms like you
can’t fight city hall, keep your mouth
shut and get with the program.
They are taught to fear power, obey
authority and remain stupid. Just get
by and find what happiness you can in
drugs, sex, or music. And as music slips
more and more non-b=verbal, less and
less protest is allowed. The protesters
are humiliated, maliciously aligned,
and dealt with severely, all just below
the uncomfortable level to not get too
much attention. Conform and stand in
the proper line say the proper thing

and you will be OK. School cares more
for conformity and reduced tension
than education.
“Step out line and they take you away”
as BS once said. The minds become dull
and the ultra Rich get richer. And after
America is under indentured slavery
and mindless oppression the Ultra Rich
will try to move elsewhere and they will
find out that they can’t fool or control
everyone. Sexuality and sexual identity
is a decision for the brain or big head
to make. But in America all are taught
to think with the little head. Your
sexual identity is decided not in your
big head brain but in your little head
penis. Whether you have one or not
makes you male or female. In fact most
of American culture is encouraged to
think with the little head. Turn on the
music video channels and see how sex
is used to help you make every decision.
America thinks with the little head
and you what trouble can then result.
Latent homosexuals in the media will
not allow stories of sexual freedom to
be shown. So the attacks on me went
from regulatory to media, to revoking
my American passport. All because of
my social protests and greatness of free
spirit. Freedom expressed in writing
articles like this and making movies the
way I do.
The small petty minded army of the Ultra
Rich attacks me. The recent financial
crisis has seen the destruction of a host
of banks. The remainder are funded
and controlled by the Ultra Rich who
fund and control the drug companies.
So when I proved that synthetic
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This makes for a bad society of drones
and some protesters dismissed in the
media as cranks. But as the Angel I
hope you will see that there is hope
for America. It lies in breaking the
back of the Ultra Rich. It lies with the
Americans waking up. We must fight
against the Ultra Rich and their army of
small petty minds. The Angel Book was
written to help. America must reduce
its greed, avarice, hypocrisy, anger, and
false beliefs. America can be saved and
restored to the days of glory, through
compassion, caring, sharing, truth,
equality and freedom.

compounds are not compatible with
the human body, I became a threat.
With ten words appearing in my movies
I became more. Those ten words are
“if I were you I’d sell my drug company
stock”.
The chain reaction of these words
could destroy the American economy.
America has invested its future in a

lie. Synthetic drugs are not compatible
with life. The simple truth could destroy
a nation. The Ultra Rich controls every
aspect of American life. The hypocrisy
makes some that can see this, feel
depressed and helpless. And some
of them resort to drugs or alcohol to
forget. Some who see this succumb to
the pressure and drop out.
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We should be panicked. The UltraRich and the FDA want to completely
control medicine and the profit. The
FDA has gradually given itself more and
more control over medicine. The idea
is that soon there will be an automatic
prescription of a SINthetic drug given
to you for any aliment.
A blood test or perhaps a DNA test
or maybe a symptom and a drug and
dose will be automatically made
without real human intervention. And
if you don’t go to the doctor they will
punish you. And if the doctor resists
he will lose his license. There would
be absolute control of medicine by the
drug companies. The drug company’s
synthetic drugs have all failed and they
need to make their use mandatory to
make you use them. This anal retentive
form of government control is possible
in a system where intelligence is so low
and complete control over the minds of
the population has come about.
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imune

12 month
home study course

Go to http://imune.name to learn and to get your course materials. You could get a Doctorate in
Wellness and an international or accredited European professional qualification in neurophysiological
bioresonance and biofeedback.

The Tassel is worth the Hassel. In a world so concerned of Wellness can be
yours in just 12 months of Home Stury, a simple
thesis, a practicum and four days of monitored
supervised contact.
Big Tobacco, Big Sugar, Big Pharma, Big Oil, and Big War
Industry are exempt from lay and they kill and injure, maim
and cripple in the name of profit. They seek to control and
dominate medicine to further build their profits.
Their money controls governments, regulators, and the small
minded media. The Ultra Rich Master Echelon Computer now sees
and hears all the things we say, write, and do. Rights of privacy are
gone worldwide. They have taken away our rights of free speech.
The Ultra Rich control the media and refuse to tell stories
that expose or offend the Ultra Rich Power. They control every
movie that gets distribution, every song that hits the radio,

everything that is put on the world news. They use science and
psychology to control and manipulate the minds of the masses.
But medicine is controlled by Universities that teach medicine.
There is now one university starting to defend Natural Medicine.
IMUNE has a new 12 month home study course that can
be bought with Karma and you can learn how to do natural
medicine and how to break free from the Ultra Rich control.

Big Tobacco
Big Pharma
Big Sugar
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Well, the game of Reality Monopoly is still being played all over the
world. One percent of the world’s population is winning and now
controls over 80% of the wealth. The law allows the game to continue
till we will see one winner and 6 billion plus losers
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Big Media
Big Banking
Big Money
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The Philosophical
Differences in Medicine
and the Need for Stress
Reduction in Treatment
This short essay is to point the major
differences between allopathic drug
and cut medicine and natural holistic
medicine. The huge profits of the drug
companies and small minds of some
people hold back the true advancement
in medicine. A major difference is in
reductionism versus holism. Stress
accumulates and weakens the body. A
weakened body cannot resist disease.
The incredible work of Dr Hans Selye
points to stress as the cause of most
disease. The simplest analogy is the
story of the straw that broke the camel’s
back. The story is the camel will carry
things but when we get too greedy and
add too much.

The story goes that just one more straw
breaks the camel’s back. In reductionism
we blame the last straw. In holism we
look at the entire burden. In modern
allopathic medicine we ask what is
wrong and the patient says everything
was fine till (insert symptom). Then the
doctor looks at the last incident and
the last straw. In holistic medicine we
look at the entire burden and all of the
stressors. The allopathic doctor looks
for a diagnosis for insurance payment;
the Holistic doctor looks for the causes
of disease.
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shows how stressful events in our lives
burden and thus weaken us making us
prone and susceptible to diseases. As
stress accumulates it further weakens
us. Even Christmas is stressful. Some
people can tolerate stress more some
less, but too much is disease.
The small mind is reductionist and
petty. It looks for simple ideas like A
diagnosis. The more intelligent mind
has expansive thinking and more
intellectually complete views. It takes
time to be Holistic. An allopath medical
doctor thinks that the flies cause the
garbage. Every time he finds garbage
he finds flies. Every time he finds
disease he finds infection so he figures
the infection caused the disease. The
Holistic doctor looks for multiple causes
of disease that weaken the system not
one straw.

The Holmes-Rahe Life Stress inventory
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Allopathy- Reductionistic Medicine
When a stressor strikes it causes an
alarm reaction. A stressor like a heavy
metal might cause a sore throat, a toxic
chemical in food might cause diarrhea,
lead in the air might cause asthma, a
fight at work might cause insomnia, a
fight at home might cause constipation,
too much work and not enough pay can
cause headaches, muscle tightness,
and a cascade of diseases.
Selye saw the reaction phase of initial
symptoms as a warning, a notice, and a
sign post of disease.
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If the stressor continues however the
body adapts to the stressor and reduces
the symptom. The symptom goes away.
The next phase is the adaptation stage.
The warning symptoms go away but the
disease or systemic weakness continues
to have deleterious effects on the
body. You can be really sick and have
no symptoms. Allopathic traditional
modern medicine is built on symptom
reduction. The verbal interview is the
key start of the process and it starts

with what is wrong with you.
The most important thing to remember
in medicine is being symptom free is
not an Indicator of Health.

Being symptom free
is NOT an Indicator of
Health
Hungarian born Hans Selye was called
the Einstein of medicine for his insights
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into the true cause of disease. Selye
worked with Professor Nelson now
Desire’ and Selye passed the torch of
truth to Nelson.

An FDA officer said to us “Everyone in the
World knows that stress reduction helps
disease, but you will have a hard time
convincing the FDA of that.” This type
of small minded ignorance of the truth
of medicine makes new advancement
difficult. The drug companies like their
stranglehold on medicine and reducing
stress thus disease without drugs is
counter to their massive profits.
So we need to see that the problems
of medicine come from some false
beliefs. One the false belief that the
person knows what is wrong and that
symptoms are the most important
problem. Reductionism is a problem

with the complexity of the human
needing more intellectual holistic
evaluation. Big Sugar, Big Tobacco, Big
Pharma, Big Oil, Big War Machine all kill

for profit and these are a key problem
for health.
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A new medicine with stress reduction
and awareness of the causes of disease
is needed. If people wish to choose
synthetic drugs they should be able
and free to choose but when someone
wants natural medicine it should also
be a viable choice. Freedom of choice
is also feared by small minds. People
need to be aware of these facts and
take more responsibility for health.
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